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Executive summary
Community-led projects have the power to transform local areas socially,
economically and environmentally. This report explores how investment
crowdfunding models can be used to fund projects which are owned and run by
the communities they serve, enabling community-led regeneration and boosting
local resilience. Local governments, city authorities and institutional funders have
a crucial role to play in supporting and growing this sector, to make the most of
the opportunity in using these tools to boost social infrastructure and community
empowerment across the country.

Chapter 1 Describes what is meant by crowdfunding community investment, with
an outline of the variety of projects which can be supported – from pubs
to community gardens – and its five elements (project, community, 		
investment model, sustainability business plan and governance model), 		
before giving an overview of the crowdfunding process and the main 		
financial and governance models available to community groups.

Chapter 2 Provides a ‘how-to’ guide for crowdfunding community investment, with 		
guidance on choosing a financial and governance model to suit the project
context, through analysis of the pros and cons of a range of options.

Chapter 3 Uses insights from interviews with community projects and institutions to
identify and provide an analysis of the main opportunities and challenges
for community investment, governance and ownership.

Opportunities

Challenges

Community empowerment through financial and
non-financial contribution

Transitioning from grassroots fundraising to
running a community organisation and avoiding
negative impacts on diversity and inclusion

Helping fund projects that would not otherwise get
funded through more traditional routes (e.g. grants or
bank loans).

Gaining access to assets for community use due to
conflicting priorities, lack of finance or expertise.

Creating more financially stable community initiatives
by facilitating the creation of new revenue streams and
increasing use by the community.
Increasing volunteering and other non-financial
contributions (e.g. access to space and local
knowledge).
Strengthening local resilience, self-determination and
social infrastructure by bringing communities together
to improve their area.

5

Planning and running a successful investment
crowdfunding campaign.
Transitioning from fundraising to running a community
business and maintaining community engagement
throughout.
Representing the community – ensuring equality,
participation and inclusion.
Concerns about relationship with government funding.
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Chapter 4 Shares examples of the roles that institutions such as local government,
city authorities and foundations can have in supporting community groups
undertaking such projects, to enable the biggest social impact. The table
below summarises how best to address the previously-identified challenges.

Theme

Challenge

What can institutions do

Flexible
funding

Planning and running a
successful investment
crowdfunding campaign.

Provide flexible grant options to cover both set-up and
operational costs.

Transitioning from fundraising to
running a community business.

Set up a matched (investment) crowdfunding scheme.

Gaining access to assets for
community use.

Help groups find space by providing data on who owns
unused land and acting as matchmaker between projects
and land owners.

Access to land

Use loans to help bridge funding gaps.
Provide convertible grants.

Ease the process of asset transfer by providing information
and support.
Coordinate financial support for purchase of assets by
offering bridging loans or securing assets while groups
raise community investment.
Lend unused space and support meanwhile use of
buildings by speeding up processes and giving clear
expectations about how long groups can use spaces for.

Developing
active
communities

Planning and running a
successful investment
crowdfunding campaign
Transitioning from fundraising to
running a community business.
Representing the community –
ensuring equality, participation,
and inclusion.

Facilitate community building by running both formal and
informal events in the local area.
Go beyond consultation by using digital tools to aid
collaboration.
Create a strategy for the role of community groups.
Champion proactive outreach, skill and resource sharing
with community groups working in priority areas.
Use influence to raise awareness and help community
projects overcome barriers.
Listen to community groups and help advocate for policy
change to break down barriers.

Skills
awareness and
capacity

Representing the community –
ensuring equality, participation
and inclusion.

Share success stories online, in print or through events.

Planning and running a
successful investment
crowdfunding campaign.

Provide tools and training on:
• Running a crowdfunding campaign
• Planning and running a business
• Investment and fundraising
• Organisational governance
• Project management

Transitioning from fundraising to
running a community business.

Produce or share online and printed information on
models and governance options.

Create and support peer networks.
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Introduction
In 2017, a group of local residents in Plymouth decided to bring The Clipper, a
once notorious but now unused and dilapidated pub on the city’s Union Street,
back to life as a community market and work space for local startup businesses.
To raise funds and ensure the new space involved the local community, the Nudge
Community Builders Group decided to raise part of the money through community
shares, giving local people an opportunity to invest in The Clipper. Through this
they managed to raise over £206,000 in investment from 165 people,1 which
including investment from Plymouth City Council and Co-operatives UK, enabled
them to bring the building back into use. In addition to the chance to help improve
their local area and access new facilities, investors got a share in the ownership of
The Clipper and a say in how it is run, with plans to be paid interest if the project
is profitable.
The Clipper, and how it managed to get the community to invest in rejuvenating a local
space, is a good example of the key features and potential benefits of crowdfunding
community investment.
However, say crowdfunding for ‘investment’ or ‘buying shares’ and most people will think
of betting on a startup with the aim of making a good financial return if the company they
put their money into does well. However, as we explore in this report, it can also be about
communities investing in local assets such as a pub, a community arts space or a shop,
driven by motivations that are more about working with others in the community on making
a local initiative happen, than making a financial return. While there are many inspiring
examples of how this can be done that demonstrate the opportunities in crowdfunding
community investment (we look at six of them in detail), its use is still relatively low, both
by communities seeking funding and amongst those interested in supporting them, such
as local authorities and foundations. The reasons for this are many, but often it is down
to the fact that many don’t know what the different models for crowdfunding community
investment are and what they can be used to raise funds for. As a result, not nearly enough
is being made of the potential in crowdfunding community investment as a tool for
empowering communities.
For the purpose of this research we define crowdfunding community investment as the
process of raising money for an organisation from a group of individuals (the ‘crowd’) that
will use, volunteer with, work for or otherwise directly benefit from that organisation’s
activities (i.e. they belong to the same community), with the expectation that investors will
have the opportunity to be paid back at some point in the future, sometimes with interest
(i.e. it is an investment rather than a donation).
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Who is this report for?
This report aims to make the opportunities (as well as the challenges) in crowdfunding
community investment clearer and make it easier for both community groups and
institutional funders to explore this as an alternative route to raising money and bringing
communities together to develop common spaces and shared resources.
For communities we set out information on how to embark upon the process of
crowdfunding investment for a project from the community. Local authorities, city
authorities and other institutional funders such as foundations are in the position to create
the environment in which strong community projects are able to thrive, and we set out a
range of ways to do so, through interventions related to finance, access to land, community
building and collaboration.
Therefore, we have structured the report in four chapters aimed at these different
audiences, which explore the different aspects of crowdfunding community investment and
its relevance to community groups, funders and policymakers.

Chapter 1
What is crowdfunding community investment, and what you can do with it?
This chapter is aimed at both projects interested in raising funds through crowdfunding
community investment, and policymakers and funders interested in supporting projects to
harness the social potential of using these tools.

Chapter 2
How do you crowdfund community investment and what do you need to
consider when doing it?
This chapter is primarily aimed at projects and organisations interested in raising funds
through crowdfunding community investment.

Chapter 3
What are the opportunities and challenges in using crowdfunding
community investment?
This chapter is aimed at both projects interested in raising funds through crowdfunded
community investment, and policymakers and funders interested in supporting projects to
fundraise in this way.

Chapter 4
What can local and city government, and foundations, do to support
community-led initiatives to crowdfund investment.
This chapter is primarily aimed at policymakers and funders such as local authorities,
foundations and city authorities interested in supporting communities to fundraise via
crowdfunding community investment. It sets out a range of methods to support these
activities and empower communities to take on such projects.
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Why now?
Every day people up and down the country donate money to projects that develop places
and activities in their community. Past work by Nesta has explored how crowdfunding2 –
through facilitating many small donations towards a project from large groups of people
through an online platform – has created new opportunities for people to give to and
engage with their community. However, both Nesta and the Greater London Authority
(through its Crowdfund London initiative) have also found that while crowdfunding through
donations is great for a getting a project off the ground, it has significant limitations when
it comes to enabling long-term engagement between the community of funders and the
project they are backing, just as it has limits to how much can be raised and what for.
This poses a risk to the sustainability and opportunity for long-term impact of some
projects. There are innovative investment models such as community shares and bonds
that give projects and their supporters more long-term engagement and ownership, but
these are often seen as too costly or complicated by community projects, which has been a
barrier to their wider uptake.
While they haven’t grown at the same pace, or to the same scale, as the more businessoriented models there has also been growth in crowdfunding models that enable people
to make social investments into projects that focus on making a social impact. For
example, through enabling people to buy bonds or invest in small parts of a loan for a
renewable energy project, or buying shares in a local pub or a community sports club.
Online crowdfunding platforms were used to raise £20 million through community shares
and an estimated £29.5 million through debt-based securities for community, social or
environmental projects in the UK in 2017. In some cases, these combine profit and social
motivations, giving investors some financial return on investment as well helping get a
project with a social purpose off the ground. In others there is no financial return, but people
can use their investment to join other investors in governing and decision-making.

Photo: The Clipper

The Clipper
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Common across all of these is that they give communities a new set of financial tools that
can help them engage in collective action to start a new project, bring old places or projects
back to life, or invest in growing a local initiative that has already been shown to work.
These projects are about more than money, as they also contribute to the empowerment of
communities, the development of skills and strengthening of social networks, which can all
build a community’s resilience and ability to shape their local area now and into the future.
However, while there are many interesting examples from across the UK of communities
using crowdfunding to invest local assets, there is relatively little understanding of the
main challenges and opportunities in using these new financial tools for community lead
regeneration. As a result, community groups and funders are either unaware or sceptical
about the role of crowdfunding as a part of how they think about funding and engaging
with local assets. These challenges which have been identified around governance,
ownership structure and protection of assets, are evidenced by the fact there is currently
an inquiry underway,3 in response to issues surrounding the ability of some community
investment projects, supported by public money, to stay in community ownership in the
long-term.
Through an extensive literature review and interviews with more than 30 organisations4
which have either tried crowdfunding investment for their community-led projects (both
successfully and unsuccessfully), or that work to support these organisations (e.g. local
and central government, crowdfunding platforms, foundations and social investors), we
hope that this report can help create more clarity about how and when it can help lead to
positive results for communities (as well as when not to consider it).
This report is not arguing that crowdfunding community investment is the panacea for all
challenges related to community lead regeneration, but rather that it should be seen as one
of many tools available to organisations interested in how to better involve communities in
taking ownership over their local places.

See our project case studies
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Chapter 1

What is
crowdfunding
community
investment?
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As crowdfunding community investment covers a broad range of types of project,
it is useful to understand the what, who and how in these areas of activity. In this
chapter we look at the features of crowdfunding community investment in more
detail, including the different models for investment, the crowdfunding process
and the role of the community in running projects.

Crowdfunding community investment
Crowdfunding community investment enables communities to invest in a local asset in
return for some combination of the right to use the asset, take part its governance and
potential financial benefits. It covers a range of different social investment tools and
approaches. Typically, organisations raising community investment will have the aim of
addressing a particular social need or in another way having a positive impact on their
wider community (i.e. not just benefitting their investors).
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Crowdfunding community
investment is not a new
phenomenon and it has roots
in the co-operative movement
of the 19th century. However,
while the basic concept isn’t
new, the internet has opened
up additional opportunities
to connect potential investors
with community organisations
looking for funding, whether
that’s through a dedicated
crowdfunding platform, a
community organisation’s
website, via social media or
through all three.

At the heart of crowdfunding
community investment is the
idea of the community as both
investors in, as well as users
of, the organisation that is
being funded. There are lots of different definitions of exactly what a community is. In the
context of community investment ‘community’ is best described as a group of people for
which common goals, needs or concerns give them a sense of shared identity.5 While these
commonalities are often the result of being situated in the same geographical area, they
could equally focus on a shared interests, values or experiences.6
Crowdfunded community investment fits under the umbrella of social impact investing
which broadly describes investments seeking to generate social impact alongside potential
financial return, often made by institutional investors (such as banks, corporates or
dedicated social investment institutions). This report does not attempt to explore social
impact investing in its entirety, for which there is already a wide body of work.7
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Why do organisations crowdfund community investment?
While motivations differ, broadly, the following five reasons apply to projects using
crowdfunded community investment:

Starting something new
having identified a solution
to a social issue or having
an idea of how to make the
community a better place
to live.
Resurrecting something
that has shut down or
saving something intrinsic
to the community that is
about to be shut down.

Creating financial security
through developing new
revenue streams or paying
off old loans.
Growing so they can serve
more members of the
community.
Generating more
engagement with their
community.

What can be funded through crowdfunded community investment?
Supporting a broad range of community projects and initiatives
While community groups and organisations are constantly pushing the boundaries of
what can be funded through investment crowdfunding, the types of community projects
and assets that people are typically willing to invest in can be broken down into ten broad
categories: shops; pubs; football and other sports clubs; multipurpose community hubs;
infrastructure and services; renewable energy; housing; food, farming and community
gardens; leisure facilities; and heritage.
There is often overlap between these categories where one project offers multiple facilities,
such as a pub which also contains a shop or a cafe.8 Furthermore, for some it’s not about
one short term project as there are several organisations which have used investment
crowdfunding that act as community builders, over time setting up several different projects
and helping to regenerate entire streets or neighbourhoods. For an example of this you can
read our case study on Headingley Development Trust on page 19.9
Here, we focus on place-based community projects, however, the same models have been
utilised to raise funding from communities brought together by common interests or values
rather than geography, including for news and media projects,10 and by platform cooperatives.11, 12
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Shops
There are currently around 360 community shops in the UK, with an average of
22 shops opening under community ownership each year.13 Community shops
are often combined with other assets of value to the community. For example,
59 per cent host post offices, 43 per cent have a cafe and 19 per cent are colocated with other community buildings such as the pub or village hall.14
In rural communities the growth in numbers of community shops has mainly
been driven by the large number of village shops closing (around 400 per
year).15 In 2015, for example, residents of the village of Benenden in Kent,
decided to save the village shop from closure and run it as a community
business. To do this they raised over £86,000 from 350 individuals through
a community share issue and the store is now staffed by local volunteers,
supported by professional managers and a management committee.16
In urban communities, the formation of community shops is often motivated
by a demand for local, organic, fresh and seasonal fruit, vegetables, and whole
foods when locals are not happy with what is on offer from existing shops.
Unicorn Grocery Co-operative in Manchester had been successfully selling
organic produce and affordable whole foods for seven years from a rented
building until one day the landlord decided to sell up. In response to this, they
raised £350,000 in non-transferable bonds from their community, which, in
combination with institutional loan finance, allowed them to buy the whole
building, doubling their floor space and allowing them to continue to grow their
business.17

Pubs
Just as it has been used to keep local shops open, community ownership has
been a popular way for communities to combat the closure of local pubs –
which is happening at a rate of around 14 closures per week.18 According to the
Plunkett Foundation, there were 85 known community pubs trading across the
UK at the end of 2017, a 30 per cent growth in numbers on the previous year.19
Photo: Bamford Community Society

Community owned pubs often offer
additional services and facilities, especially
in rural areas, helping to combat loneliness
and isolation, and acting as cultural
centres alongside creating employment
opportunities. For example, The Anglers
Rest in Bamford, which was purchased by
locals through a £263,500 community shares
issue, combines a pub with a cafe and post
office;20 and the Ivy House in Nunhead,
which locals invested £142,600 towards
buying through community shares,21 now
runs several activities including a knitting
circle, yoga and pre-school classes along
with regular live music events.22
The Anglers Rest
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Football and other sports clubs
Reflecting its grassroots nature, it is perhaps no surprise that crowdfunding
community investment has been popular amongst sports clubs, particularly
football clubs. There are now more than 40 community owned football clubs
in the UK.23 Well-known examples of this include Lewes Community Football
Club which raised £220,000 from over 1,000 fans through a community share
offer which was put towards the construction of a full size third generation
artificial grass pitch on a land asset transferred to them from East Sussex
County Council;24 and Wrexham A.F.C. who raised £165,000 through community
shares from more than 4,000 supporters for working capital and club shop
redevelopment.25
While football clubs have been the leaders in the field of sports clubs
crowdfunding community investment, a number of other sports clubs have
provided the opportunity for individuals to earn interest while supporting their
favourite club, such as Harlequins rugby club (£15 million),26 The Jockey Club
(£25 million)27 and the Lancashire Cricket club (£3 million)28 which have issued
bonds to supporters and investors.

Multipurpose community hubs
Community hubs are multipurpose buildings typically offering a cafe, rooms
or workspace to rent and putting on events. Combining these facilities under
one roof can help bring residents, local businesses, and smaller organisations
together to change areas for the better.29
Stretford Public Hall, for example, raised over £255,000 from more than 800
investors to refurbish a Victorian ballroom into a venue space, which now hosts
a community choir and regular cinema nights, alongside co-working space and
artist studios;30 and Portland Works in Sheffield raised over £300,000 from 500
investors to save a closed down metal factory from residential conversion and
renovate it to host a centre for small manufacturing, independent artists and
craftspeople, which is now home to more than 30 small businesses.31
Photo: Nudge Community Builders

Arts and cultural centres are also
increasingly being seen as more than just
a place to go to the theatre, but also as
important centres for community activity –
offering classes, workshops and spaces to
rent for meetings and events.32 In 2017 for
example, Komedia Bath, a comedy and live
entertainment club in Bath which also hosts
a cafe and hireable space, raised £379,200
through community shares in order to create
a more sustainable business by helping
the venue clear its overdraft, increase its
promotional activity and create a closer link
with its customers.33
The Clipper
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Infrastructure and services
Infrastructure and service projects are typically set up to fill gaps where needs
are unmet by government or private providers, particularly in rural areas. This
includes amongst other things transport, a school, and even broadband.34 In
2018 in Strontian, a small Highland community, locals decided to build their
own school after the local council’s plan for sorting out their ageing primary
school was rejected by parents. They raised £35,600 towards the build through
community shares crowdfunding;35 making it the first community shares project
of its kind.
Community-run transport is often set up to help people access employment,
services or facilities in places that lack adequate bus or train services.
Investment crowdfunded examples include Hayfield Sustainable Transport
Ltd in the Peak District, which raised £50,000 through community shares to
provide affordable, volunteer-driven mini-bus hire, to not-for-profit groups and
organisations which are unable to afford their own minibus, including the local
school and sports clubs.36

Renewable energy
Community energy projects involve a group of people coming together to
generate, own and manage a renewable energy supply e.g. solar, wind or hydro
energy. Renewable energy is the largest sector in the community investment
crowdfunding space, with around £6 million raised for energy projects through
community shares alone in 2018.37 The popularity of crowdfunding community
energy projects has been driven by a desire to provide access to cheaper energy
and decrease reliance on fossil fuels. This, combined with tax incentives, has
been giving investors a financial as well as a social return on their investment.38
Examples include Harlaw Hydro which raised £335,250 through community
shares to install and manage a hydroelectric turbine at a local reservoir in order
to generate green electricity, whilst generating income to fund local community
initiatives, such as a local farmers’ market;39 and Solar for Schools which raised
£250,000 through community bonds to provide schools with the means to
have a solar panel-generated energy supply.40 Renewable energy projects are
sometimes combined with amenities such as educational facilities or community
gardens (see our case study on Energy Garden on page 61).41
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Housing
At a time when the number of council homes in the UK is at a record low,42
some of the largest community-led initiatives which have been funded through
investment crowdfunding have been those aiming to create affordable homes
and supported living accommodation for vulnerable adults. With both debtbased crowdfunding models (i.e. bonds and debentures) and community shares,
investors get back the money they put in, plus interest, but the value of their
original investment does not go up. This means that they do not feed into the
speculative behaviour that drives up property prices and forces up rents.43
Merseyside Assured Homes, for example, raised £4.25 million through
crowdfunded debentures to build 21 homes for families who are unable to
afford market rent and nine supported living homes in and around Liverpool,
where more than 20,000 people are on waiting lists for council homes or
supported living accommodation.44

Food, farming and community gardens

Photo: Energy Garden

These models have been used to fund a number of projects based around
access to fresh food and green spaces. Sutton Community Farm, a 7.1 acre
smallholding in Outer London, raised £82,322 from 302 community share
investors to fund a barn for their VegBox scheme and to increase the amount
of educational work they can do around food production, cooking and healthy
lifestyle with school groups and colleges
for young people with learning disabilities,
probation services and businesses from
across London.45
Food, farming and community garden
projects are often combined with other
assets, such as shops (e.g. Unicorn Grocery
set up a separate small holding co-op
which helps stock the shop with fresh local
vegetables46), pubs (The Antwerp Arms has a
community garden and teaches people how
to grow their own food in small spaces47)
or energy projects (see our case study on
Energy Garden page 61).48
Energy Garden
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Leisure facilities
Investment crowdfunding has been used to fund the development of a wide
range of different leisure facilities, which help promote health and wellbeing
in their communities. For example, Govanhill Baths New Health & Wellbeing
Centre raised £265,800 from 557 community share investors to redevelop an
Edwardian bathhouse, as a new Health and Wellbeing Centre, in Scotland’s
most diverse neighbourhood, and one of the most deprived areas in Scotland.49
The bathhouse closed in 2001 and since then physical exercise in the community
has significantly declined. The new facility aims to help combat this with
the reopening of the pool and the creation of a state-of-the-art Gymnasium
alongside a Turkish suite, cafe, meeting rooms and a multi-purpose arts space
and venue. Also see our case study on Projekts MCR skatepark on page 39.

Heritage
For many of the examples mentioned above, the history and preservation of a
building itself is important, but not the main purpose of the project. For others,
heritage is the aim of the project. For example, Shotley Heritage Community
Benefit Society raised £35,425 from 163 community share investors to restore
a Victorian railway pier for community use.50 Also see our case study on
Hastings Pier on page 64. And it’s not just for historic buildings. Vintage Trains
Community Benefit Society, for example, raised £800,000 to create a train
operating company, specifically to run express steam and heritage diesel trains
regularly on the main line.51

Photo: Energy Garden

Energy Garden
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Case study

Headingley Development Trust

Location:

North West Leeds, Yorkshire

Organisation status:

Community benefit society52

Governance model:

Membership organisation (board, democratic membership voting,
project groups, committee with investor representation53 to 		
oversee new fund54).

We saw the opportunities
out there. If we had
the flexible money, we
could start intervening
in ventures that also
give something to the
community.

Financial model(s) used: Community shares (2007/2008: £105,805 raised from 295 			
investors; 2018: £481,843 raised, from 258 investors, £100,000 from
Booster Fund).
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In 2018 the Trust decided to raise a second
round of community shares, this time to create
the Headingley Investment Fund, designed to
support other projects to be run by Headingley
Development Trust itself (with a focus on
enterprise and housing) and re-finance the loans
on the HEART building.59 £481,843 was raised
on an online crowdfunding platform60 from 258
investors (investors get 2 per cent interest per
annum), supported by £100,000 from the Power to
Change Booster Fund.61 Investment automatically
gives membership of Headingley Development
Trust. All investments made by the fund need to
give an overall 3 per cent return, which enables
the 2 per cent to be paid to investor members.
This may be the UK’s first local investment fund
which is set up for flexible use, rather than for
one specific project.62 With the rearrangement of
previous finance and creation of the new fund, the
organisation has given itself the opportunity to be
fleet of foot and react to potential opportunities
quickly when they arise, such as purchasing a
house or a shop, both of which the Fund has
enabled since its creation.

Photo: Headingley Development Trust

The Headingley Development Trust was founded
in 2005 with the overarching aim of carving out
space for the local community in an increasingly
transient population.55 The first major project
(Headingley Enterprise and Arts Centre – HEART)
was to restore and extend an old primary school
building – on a 125-year lease from the local
authority – as an enterprise and arts centre.56 The
new facility which opened in 2011 has rooms for
hire, a co-working space and cafe, and runs events
and exhibitions, all without any grant support.57 As
there was no public funding available to restore
the building and set up the various spaces within
it for community business, the group’s original
fundraising campaign raised £105,805 through
community shares; this triggered substantial
investment from other sources including Leeds
City Council and Adventure Capital Fund. The
Trust also runs a number of related initiatives
such as the provision of affordable housing, the
Headingley Farmers’ Market and independent film
screenings.58

Helen Seymour, Chair, Headingley Development Trust

Headingley Farmers’ Market

To keep itself rooted in the community it supports,
the organisation has a governance structure
which provides opportunities for members and
volunteers to contribute to decision-making either
on the board or more practically in a working
group with a specific focus e.g. the farmers’
market. Board members are involved or take
the lead in many of Headingley Development
Trust’s ventures, increasing approachability and
transparency across the organisation. Members
are embedded in the decision-making processes
with open meetings and all members of the trust
(whether investors or not63) are encouraged to
take part in the activities and decision-making
processes of the society.
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Crowdfunding community investment around the UK
While crowdfunding community investment is happening all over the country, there is
significant variation in levels of activity across different regions. For example, in community
shares between 2015 and 2017, the South East was home to 20 per cent of all offers and the
South West 18 per cent,64 compared to the North East which was home to only 1 per cent of
offers and the East of England which hosted about 2 per cent. The high numbers of projects
happening in some regions, compared to others, is driven in part by the favourability of
weather conditions to renewable energy projects,65 and also by a tendency for community
investment crowdfunding to happen in communities which have already been involved
in similar projects in the past from which they can learn. For example, particularly
concentrated pockets of activity can be observed around Bristol, Oxford, Manchester and
Barrow-in-Furness.66
Only 6 per cent of offers have taken place in London, despite the capital being home to 13
per cent of the population.67 By comparison 9 per cent of offers took place in Wales which
only covers 5 per cent of the UK population. The relative lack of community share activity
in London is particularly interesting considering it has the highest levels of activity for most
other crowdfunding models such as equity crowdfunding for startups and peer-to-peer
lending.68
Particular barriers to crowdfunding community investment in the capital may include
finding a diverse group of investors (that represents the community in which the project sits),
transiency of populations,69 high land prices, lack of a sense of community, disengagement
and differences in the type and level of motivations of different generations to invest
conflicting with other factors (e.g. parents may wish to invest for their children’s future in the
local area, but if young populations are more transient, they may not remain in the area, so
the investment may not be made – as they are also less likely to invest themselves).

Photo: Portland Works

Portland Works
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Five elements of crowdfunding community investment
While the focus, scale, and type of investment varies across projects and the context they
are set up in, there are five key elements that need to be in place for any crowdfunded
community investment:

1

A project: what you are going to do.
This is the purpose of the group coming together and the finance being raised. An
individual or a group has an idea to make a change or create something new. Their
vision translates into a practical goal, which defines the project. For example, a
group of neighbours may have a vision of clearing up an area of wasteland in their
local area. The project is to create a community garden. To require crowdfunding
investment, there must be a need for fundraising to achieve the goal (e.g. the group
needs to purchase the land, equipment and plants).

2

A community: who is going to use, support and benefit from the project?
At the heart of this type of project is a group of people who support work towards the
goal, financially (e.g. by investing) and otherwise (e.g. by volunteering). A community
can take different forms, which is explored below.

3

An investment model: how you will get it up and running.
The group has to choose an investment model to raise the funds that their project
requires (e.g. community shares, bonds etc.). There are various possible forms of
community investment, which will normally be combined with other funding (e.g.
grant, donations, loans) to enable a project.

4

A sustainable business plan: how you will keep the project running.
The group needs to have an idea of how they will provide the costs of running the
project on a day-to-day and year-to-year basis. That might be through trading, or
volunteer labour and commitment, or grants (and usually a mixture of all of these).

5

A governance model: how you will make decisions.
The group has to create a structure for decision-making around the project, and
the role of the community in this. This may be partially defined by the type of legal
structure or financial model used.

Combining these elements it is possible to look at the community as an investor and the
community as a decision-maker.
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Case study

Because of the number that pledged to take part, it
attracted the attention of social investors, the council,
the police and social departments – because it’s better
to bring people together than for them to be alone.

The Bevy

Location:

Brighton, South East

Organisation status:

Co-operative/community benefit society

Governance model:

Membership organisation

Iain Chambers, Community Projects Manager, The Bevy pub

The Bevy has been a success, but it wasn’t
without challenge. The founders knew that to
avoid bank loans, it would be a lot of work to
raise the community shares in a less affluent area
than most community pub projects.91 In a film
about the project, they raised questions around
the accessibility of grant processes if you don’t
have retired experts on your board to fill in the

Financial model(s) used: Community shares (£70,000,70 over 700 shareholders71)

Their landlord is the East Brighton Trust,78 which
gave two years of rent-free use of the building79
and has continued to work with The Bevy so
that both organisations can fulfil their mission to
improve the lives of residents of East Brighton.
They have foregone their annual rent each year
based partly on encouraging The Bevy to establish
itself and become sustainable, and partly on the

local partnership to encourage communal activity
on the estates.
Community consultation in 2013 set out the tone
for the project which is ‘not a business, a group of
citizens off the same streets’.80 Volunteers helped
fix up the space and still do a range of tasks such
as maintenance (Friends of The Bevy)81 and driving
the minibus to local football matches.82 The Bevy
is much more than a pub, performing a role as
community centre too. They want it to feel like
a front room,83 so it has a community kitchen,84
provides meals and has room for local community
groups to hold meetings.85 In line with its ethos,
the Bevy is a Living Wage Employer and is now
making a profit.86

Photo: Bevendean Community Pub Ltd.

The Bevendean Community Pub (The Bevy) was
closed down due to antisocial behaviour in 201072
but given a new lease of life through community
ownership, reopening in 2014.73 It is the first coop pub on a housing estate in the UK and was
saved through a campaign which focused more
on ensuring a large number of people in the
community were able to invest than maximising
the amount individuals each put in.74 At the launch
night in the local church hall, 150 people came
and bought community shares starting at ten
pounds, raising £2,000 in one night.75, 76 In total
the group raised £70,000 through conversations
on doorsteps across the housing estate, leading
to The Bevy having the most shareholders of any
co-op pub in the country.77

Their grassroots network has gained them
the support of local institutions such as the
nearby church87 and the Harvest and Brighton
Permaculture Trust, who helped fund their
(edible)88 community garden.89 The Bevy believes
that there is scope for even more collaboration
with local government,90 as they play a role
in looking out for the welfare of vulnerable
populations within the community.
The Bevendean Community Pub (The Bevy)
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forms, or the ability to take time off work to go
to workshops in London.92 The board recognised
early on that having a good governance system
would be key to achieving their goals and
avoiding costly mistakes, and used grant funding
to invest £10,000 in governance training to have
better oversight and understanding of liabilities.
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Photos: Energy Garden

Energy Garden

The community as an investor
At the heart of crowdfunded community investment is the basic concept of giving people
an opportunity to put money in to ideas and projects they care about. With crowdfunded
community investment, investors have the opportunity to get their money back (often with
interest) if the project does well, meaning they have a financial stake in the success of the
project. This makes it different from donations-based and rewards based crowdfunding
where backers ‘only’ get non-financial benefits such as a thank you, tickets or a gadget in
return for their investment.93
Investment also differs from the membership fees often charged by co-operatives or
community groups on a monthly or annual basis, because while paying fees may come with
similar rights as an investment, such as voting rights, fees are not returned to those paying
them in the future.

The investment crowdfunding process
Crowdfunding is a process which is generally associated with the use of an online platform to
source funding from the public for a specific project or business idea. However, some projects
which have crowdfunded investment from their community have done so without the use
of a dedicated platform, typically to save on the costs associated with using a platform
(platforms tend to charge a percentage fee of the total amount invested) or because they do
not believe that their target community has the required level of digital skills.
Nevertheless, most projects do choose to use a platform to crowdfund community
investment, due to the advantages that come along with having a dedicated purposebuilt online space where fundraisers can explain what their project is about, the timescales
involved, how much money is needed and what funders get in return. Platforms can also
make the process simpler by supporting setting up and running the offer (such as by
managing payments), enabling easy display of the running total raised so far, and helping
projects potentially reach a wider audience.
While the steps themselves may take on different forms depending on the type of project,
the type of investment and which platform or fundraising tool is being used, the typical
process for crowdfunding is set out below:94
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The investment crowdfunding process
1. Pitch
• Organisation sets up its crowdfunding project
team and their idea is developed.
• Projects need to show that they have support
for their project idea (and the stronger supporter
community they have built in advance of the
offer going live, the better), how the investment
will be used and how it will generate enough
income to sustainably deliver the change
promised by the community group. If the project
is raising investment (as opposed to taking
donations) they will have to decide which type
of investment instrument they want to use (e.g.
community shares or bonds), any match funding
or other institutional support they will apply for
and produce a business plan showing how it will
generate enough of a surplus to repay investors.
• The group plans the campaign, working out who
the project will appeal to, map likely supporters
and how to reach them, and begin ‘warming up’
their supporters.

2. Screening
• Platforms generally have some process of
screening projects to ensure they meet the
platform’s criteria (such as basic screening only
allowing legal activity, a level of due diligence
undertaken by the platform and relevance for
its investor community). If not using a platform,
there are no specific checks on what a project
can offer for investment, though regardless of
whether you’re on a platform or not, Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) regulation applies to
certain types of investment funding.95

3. Pitch goes live
• When a project is made available on a platform,
the community is normally provided with a
description of the project (typically accompanied
by a video or image), the funding target, the time
frame to reach this target, the amount of funding
the project has already received, or could receive
through match funding and what investors can
expect in return (terms, votes, interest etc.).
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3.
Pitch goes live

• For projects which don’t use a platform, they are
likely to still use some digital tools – commonly a
webpage, video and social media posts. Physical
sharing of the offer may occur in the form of
meetings, posters, announcements to existing
community groups and door knocking in the
local area.

Community
Project
idea
Funding
goal

• Projects need to develop momentum quickly
– it’s not just about convincing people that
the project is a good one, but also that it will
succeed. Having people ready to pledge as soon
as the project goes live (or before, ideally) helps
give people the confidence that the project has
a real chance of happening.

Terms, voting
rights and
return

4. Community pledge money
• In the platform model, the offer stays open for
a set amount of time. At the end of this time
there are two possibilities – if it’s a ‘keep it all’
model then the project keeps whatever has been
raised, if it’s an all or nothing model, the project
will only take the pledged investments if it has
reached its target (including any match funding).
It is possible for an extension to be granted if the
platform and project see the potential in doing
so. Offline campaigns normally will still have a
target end date of the campaign, but this may
be less stringently imposed compared to on a
platform. Combination campaigns will use a
mixture of online and offline promotion methods
during this period (and may direct people to
either method of investing dependent on their
circumstances).

5. Project development
• Fundraisers use the money they have raised to
progress the project (in line with the business
plan) and any interest will be given at a defined
point in the timeline. However, with community
investment, in most cases, comes a democratic
say in the organisation, so the link between
project and investor is maintained beyond
the initial fundraising period. How deep this
involvement is will depend on the governance
and engagement methods put in place by the
organisation.

Funding
window
opens

Funding
deadline

1.
Pitch

4.
Community
pledge money
Funding goal
100%

2.
Screening

38%

Community
organisation

Platform
Online or physical presence
Investors

Waiting engaged
investor and
volunteer
community

Community
organisation
Returns
and votes

5.
Project development

Project or
gets the
money*

Funding
deadline

End of
project*

*There are two main models. With
‘all–or–nothing’ the project only
gets the money pledged if they
reach their target on time. The
‘keep it all’ model lets the project
keep any money pledged by the
deadline, even if the target is not
reached.

Funding
returned
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Types of financial instruments
There are several different types of investment (or financial instruments) that communityled initiatives can to use to get investment from their community. Financial instruments
are effectively contracts in which an investor makes a payment of cash to an organisation
in return for receiving certain rights which last as long as the investment remains in that
organisation. Financial instruments also have a price paid to their providers – this is either
the rate of interest for debt, or the returns paid to equity investors. Investments can be
broadly broken down into two categories: equity and debt.

Equity-based investments
An equity investment is money invested in an organisation through the purchase of
its shares, in which the investor exchanges their money for an ownership stake in the
organisation. That in turn is normally accompanied with rights to participate in the
decision-making of the organisation, and some rights to receive a financial return from
the organisation’s funds. Equity investments are created under and governed by an
organisation’s governing document, which is in turn framed by specific legislation (company
law for companies, society law for societies).
Financial returns to investors in companies can come from dividends paid out of posttax profits or from selling the share at a price higher than it was bought for. The former is
conditional on the company actually having profits and the latter is dependent on finding a
buyer prepared to pay that price.
In societies (e.g. co-operatives or community benefit societies), shares are usually
withdrawable, meaning that they can’t be sold, only repaid to investors by the society.
Shares can have interest paid on them annually, but both are, as with companies,
dependent on the financial performance of the organisation. If performance is not going as
planned, this can result in investors not making any financial return from the investment and
losing some or all of their money.
In either case, equity returns are generally higher than they are for debt because, typically,
equity investors stand a smaller chance of getting a financial return. Equity holders can only
receive dividends if the business is successful, and if the organisation goes bust, they’re at
the back of the queue after people who have lent money to the business.
To compensate for their returns being conditional on an organisation’s financial
performance, equity holders have a say in the way the organisation is run through voting
power at meetings and over who gets to sit on the board of directors. The power given to
investors is generally either on the basis of ‘one investor, one vote’ basis (as in community
shares), meaning that all investors have the same amount of say regardless of how much
they invested, or ‘one share, one vote’ (less commonly used in community investment),
meaning that larger investments give more power in decision-making; the latter is the norm
in companies, but the former is required in societies.
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Debt-based investments
Debt-based investments involve lending money to an organisation on the basis of an
agreement by the organisation to repay it (with any interest) at some point in the future,
regardless of circumstances. They are in effect IOUs and whilst the company’s performance
will ultimately determine whether the debts can be repaid, they are legally obliged to be
repaid; if they are not, the insolvency law gives lenders (known as ‘creditors’) significant
power to recover their debts via the legal process. As a result of this, loans are seen as a less
risky investment.
The key features of a loan are:
• The rate of interest (i.e. the cost of the debt) and when this cost will be paid.
• How long before the loan is due to be repaid, and how it is repaid (over time, a single
payment at the end etc.).
• The security the lenders have as collateral (i.e. what assets they have rights to seize in
the event of loans not being repaid).
Unlike equity holders, creditors do not generally have the right to influence the company
via the enterprise’s internal governance though sometimes lenders might take a seat on the
board of an organisation as part of the arrangement.
There are several different types of both equity and debt, which vary in terms of the
organisations that can offer it, the decision-making powers that come with the investment,
the interest or dividends they pay (return on investment) and how the investment itself
is paid back (return of investment). The table on page 27 summarises some of these key
features. Community shares and bonds are best suited to crowdfunding for community and
socially focused projects and are therefore the main focus of this paper. However, loans and
company shares crowdfunding are also included in the table to illustrate the differences
between the models.

Photo: Projekt Skatepark Ltd.

Projekt Skatepark Ltd.
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Organisations who
can use model

Investors decisionmaking rights

Return on capital
– the costs paid to
investors

Return of capital – how do you get your
original investment back

Example
crowdfunding
platforms

Average
crowdfunding
campaign size

Co-operative Societies;
Community Benefit
Societies (CBS);
Charitable Community
Benefit Societies

One member, one vote

Interest capped at a rate
no greater than that
required to secure the
investment and declared
in advance, paid before
tax; society has right to
not make payments in
event of poor financial
performance

Withdrawal (able to take the money out) providing
society has sufficient post-tax reserves and is in
net positive value or has introduced new capital

Crowdfunder

£185,000 average
investment raise (with
average target of
£400,000.96 However,
the typical campaign
size varies from tens
of thousands to a few
million depending on the
type of project)

Companies Limited by
Shares

Usually one share, one
vote

Dividends payable after
tax, provided company is
profitable

Can be bought back by the organisation under
certain conditions (known as ‘redemption’; Can
be sold to third parties (sometimes requires
permission of board);

Ethex

Can be bought back under certain conditions

Fundsurfer

Usually tradable to third parties;

Ethex

Set date when bond ‘matures’ and is paid back by
enterprise

Abundance

Equity-based
Community shares (AKA
Withdrawable shares)

Company Shares

Ethex
Fundsurfer

£807,00097

Seedrs
Crowdcube

Debt-based
Bonds and Debentures

Societies

No voting power

Companies Limited by
Shares

Usually have interest
paid periodically over the
course of the loan period

Companies limited by
guarantee

£1.39 million98

Triodos Crowdfunding
Fundsurfer

Charities
LLPs
Loan (e.g. Peer to peer
lending)

Societies
Companies Limited by
Shares
Companies limited by
guarantee
Charities
LLPs
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No voting power

Usually repay elements
of interest and principle
on a periodic basis until
end of loan period

Can be bought back by the organisation under
certain conditions (known as ‘redemption’; Can
be sold to third parties (sometimes requires
permission of board);
Can be bought back under certain conditions

Funding
Circle
Thincats

£95,00099
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The community as decision-maker
Alongside raising financial investment from the community, fundraising can be a way to
engage people in the project’s governance and decision-making structures. This includes
giving individuals meaningful opportunities to be part of, and often directly responsible
for, everything from day-to-day decisions to long-term strategic discussions.100 Designing
an effective governance system is not just about the smooth running of the organisation,
but can also be used as a tool to embed inclusion and diversity in the project’s strategy,
decision-making and implementation.101, 102
For some models of crowdfunding community investment (e.g. community shares)
shareholder involvement in governance is a legal requirement. For others this is not the
default, but there is still often an expectation that the community’s involvement goes
beyond their financial contributions. Chapter two explores the opportunities in community
involvement in governance in more detail.
Below we discuss the different legal entities, methods and organisational structures that
enable community governance and how these are connected to different models of
crowdfunded community investment.

Community group stakeholders
The governance structure of a community organisation typically involves four key
stakeholder groups.
• Shareholders: as the owners of the entity, the community of shareholders (including both
individual and institutional investors) are the key stakeholders. This group have legal
rights and are also likely to feel a sense of responsibility over the project and/or a right to
be part of decision-making.
• Volunteers: a key advantage of community ownership is that you have a ready-made
body of individuals and groups who have a shared interest in the success of the project
and come with a range of skills, backgrounds and experiences. They want the project
to succeed and so are likely to be willing to take on volunteer roles to contribute to this.
Volunteers can play a role in all levels of governance in an organisation, but it is up to
the organisation to provide the frameworks for this.
• Users: the people who use the building/service/activity have a primary interest in it
working to the level of their expectations. As users they have a vital view of the project
from their experience using it, and so can provide useful feedback on the end product or
service. Their involvement in governance will be determined by the organisation.
• External stakeholders: alongside those with an active role in the project, good
relationships with the wider community of external stakeholders such as local businesses,
local authorities and funders can help the project beyond investment. The skills and
expertise here can be a beneficial input into decision-making, and providing space for
these groups to be involved in governance can equally provide legitimacy to the project,
as well as development of longer-term mutually-beneficial partnerships with institutions.
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Photo: Portland Works

Portland Works

Governance structures
There is a wide range of different governance structures and processes which can be used,
and a whole body of research on the best ways in which to structure organisations,103 as well
as a range of emerging tools embracing lessons from digital democracy models.104
Many of the most innovative methods to engage and empower a diverse community within
project governance are not specifically required by the legal frameworks of organisations.
These can therefore be applied in flexible ways across a range of organisations.

Three common types of governance models
Below we explore three of the most common models for governance of community projects.
For each model we set out a compatible legal form(s); features of the model and its
approach to stakeholder involvement.
The diagrams highlight the amount of decision-power afforded to each group in the model,
and the relationships between the different groups. These aspects will in turn influence
the culture and ways of working of the organisation. The chosen structure may also have
an effect on the diversity and longevity of community engagement. The key spectrums
explored across the models are: hierarchy vs. flat structure, open participation vs. expert
focus, delegation vs. collaboration.
These three examples give an introduction to the types of approaches to governance that
can be taken. However, it is up to the individual organisation to create a structure which
fits their context and ethos, and these examples are not the only options. See page 43 for a
discussion of the process of choosing a model, with case study examples and exploration of
the advantages and disadvantages of each.
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Traditional model
The ‘traditional model’ is taken from the standard hierarchical corporate governance
model105 and slightly adapted to a community setting. Technically the shareholders sit at
the top of the hierarchy, but in practice the executive often exhibits the most control over
the organisation (alongside volunteers closely involved with the day-to-day), with official
decisions being made by the board. This is often seen as an easy model to set up, which
minimises micromanagement by shareholders, and has no direct involvement from users.

Shareholders

Key
Lots of decisionmaking power

Board
No decisionmaking power

CEO

Executive

Volunteers

Appoints/elects
delivers

Staff

Works with
Reports to

Users

Legal form(s)

Community benefit society, community interest company

Features

Top-down approach, strategic power lies with board; operational power lies
with staff; minimal shareholder input, unusual to have user input

Stakeholder
involvement

Shareholders: Minimum legally required – asked for approval on key strategic
decisions; AGM; ability to stand and vote for board
Volunteers: limited involvement
External: Could be brought on to board
Users: none
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Membership model
Membership (where individuals pay a small amount in exchange for a specific role/set of
rights within an organisation) can exist as a form of, or alongside, shareholder investment.
Often this type of organisation uses a model which sees the role of different groups such
as shareholders, other members, volunteers, users and staff within an organisation as
interlinked and flexible – the decision-making remit of particular groups can expand and
contract as necessary (in line with legal requirements). For example, if it is considered useful
to have a group overseeing a project’s farmers’ market, a working group or committee can
be created in this structure.106 For something like an event, the group can exist for a fixed
time period until the event and evaluation was completed. Power is spread between the
different layers of the organisation.

Key
Lots of decisionmaking power

No decisionmaking power

Community/ Shareholders/
users
members

Working Committee
groups

Board

Staff

Appoints/elects
delivers
Works with
Reports to

Legal form(s)

Community benefit society, charitable community benefit society, charity

Features

Appointed or elected trustee board which sets strategy based on member
views and community need, often with sub-committees which cover delegated
governance topics; mixed (member, volunteer, user, staff, shareholder) working
groups report to committees on more ad hoc projects; staff appointed by board
work operationally alongside committees and working groups.

Stakeholder
involvement

Shareholders: Legal requirements plus opportunities to sit on committees and
groups.
Volunteers: Opportunities to sit on committees and working groups
External: Can be brought in as members of relevant groups to contribute
particular expertise.
Users: Can be included in committees or project groups and strategy planning.
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Sociocratic model
The sociocratic model107 aims for maximum engagement, collaborative working108 and a
dynamic, but flat, decision-making structure. In this context, each working group is made
up of staff, members and users who make decisions on a particular project. While meetings
are open, they have someone who reports on their work to the central decision-making
circle, and someone who attends those meetings, and reports back on whole-organisation
decisions to the group.

Users

Working
Group A

Key

Staff

Members

Board members
Appoints/elects
delivers
Works with
Reports to

Central
decisionmaking
circle

Staff

Working
Group B
Members

Users

Working
Group C
Users

Members

Staff

Legal form(s)

Co-operative, community benefit society, community interest company, charity.

Features

Strategic responsibility held loosely by board and central circle, operational
responsibility shared between staff and members/volunteers; shareholders/
volunteers empowered to find their area of interest and contribute in a way
which suits them.

Stakeholder
involvement

Shareholders/members: Actively involved at all levels, to the extent to which
each individual prefers; main power lies with shareholders
Volunteers: Can be active in working groups
External: Can be included in relevant working groups or as elected members of
board (if meet criteria)
Users: Encouraged to be part of working groups
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Chapter 2

How to
crowdfund
community
investment
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A barrier to the growth of crowdfunded community investment is the lack of guidance
and advice on how the different financial models work and how organisations can
get started on setting up their own projects. While primarily aimed at organisations
seeking to raise funds, this chapter will also help explore how to crowdfund community
investment and what projects and organisations interested in this type of finance
need to consider before and when fundraising for a project. We focus on community
shares and debt-based securities (i.e. bonds and debentures) as these are generally
the most suited investment models for socially-focused projects. This chapter will also
help local and city governments and foundations to familiarise themselves with the
practical steps projects will undertake through the timeline of a project.
In this section we focus on the financial tools and governance structures that organisations
raising community crowdfunded investment need to consider. There is discussion on running
a campaign in chapter three, and Nesta has also developed free guides and toolkits such
as 10½ Crowdfunding Tips109 and Working the Crowd110 for anyone considering setting up a
crowdfunding campaign.

Six things to consider before setting up a
community investment campaign.
Before setting up a crowdfunded community
investment, any fundraising organisation should
consider (and ideally have answers to) the following
six questions regarding their campaign.
• How much do you want to raise? Will all the
money be raised in the form of investment, or will
you also get grant funding? Most projects try and
raise as much as possible from grants and public
sources, to then look to raise the difference
between what they’ve raised already and what
they need from community investment.
• How many people will benefit from the project?
How much could they be asked to contribute to
make it happen? A large community of investors
combined with a meaningful social impact
benefit for them might mean that you can offer
less in the way of a financial return, while still
getting enough support for the project to go
ahead.
• Are there enough people in your community?
Most community investment campaigns
typically get between 3 to 8 per cent of people
reached by the offer supporting them. So think
about how many people you would consider to
be in your crowd, then divide it by 20 to work
out the number of people who’ll realistically
get behind the project.111 Then, divide the total
amount you need to raise from the community
by that number to get what the average
investment will need to be. If it’s in the region of
£50 – £100, then maybe a donations or rewardsbased crowdfunding campaign is possible. If
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it’s more than that, you’ll probably need to look
at the specific community investment methods
described in this report. Community shares, for
example, average around £500 per person.112 If
the amount needed per person is greater than
that, then you’ll need more people to get behind
the project. That’s going to come from either
a higher proportion of your crowd getting on
board – which takes lots of effort and usually a
fair bit of time – or alternatively, you might need
to grow your crowd.
• Are there other people outside the core
community of benefit who might be supportive?
Will they be motivated in the same way, or will
they need the additional promise of a financial
return to encourage them to invest? If you
need to attract people outside the core area
benefitting (or the community of interest), then
you might have to consider making the fact that
your project will be able to reward investors with
a financial return a key part of the pitch.
• Will the project generate enough funding to pay
its costs and leave money to pay investors too?
If the business model underlying your project
isn’t able to generate those returns, then you’re
going to need think about how you can increase
the numbers of people who could benefit from
your project by revisiting just what your project
will do and for whom it will do it.
• Finally, how much money have you got to
support your investment campaign? If you
haven’t got much in the way of upfront funds,
then you should look at community shares
or consider crowdfunding donations or grant
funding/loans to cover startup costs.
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Selecting which financial instrument to use
One of the biggest decisions when considering crowdfunded community investment is
which financial instrument to use. Key factors to consider include how the different models
work; their legal and regulatory position; how to use them; who uses them; set up costs;
support available; tax reliefs available; and pros and cons of each model. Below we explore
each of these in more detail.
If you are unfamiliar with some of the terms used in this chapter, please refer to the glossary
on page 84.

Community shares
Community shares is a ‘brand’ for withdrawable share capital, a specific form of equity
capital available to societies registered with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), and not
available to companies registered with Companies House.113
Withdrawable share capital has much more in common with deposit accounts than
‘traditional’ equity in companies. Investors’ cash is held in a share account which contains
the initial investment – they do not own a specific proportion of the society represented by
the amount of capital they have invested as a percentage of the total share capital of the
society.
Investors can withdraw their capital, should the society allow it, in the manner in which a
depositor in a bank can access their funds, with the crucial difference that the society is
able to refuse request to allow withdrawal if it does not have the cash available to enable
this, or doesn’t think it prudent to allow it.
See our case studies on Projekts Skate Park (page 39), Headingley Development Trust
(page 19), GlenWyvis Distillery (page 53), The Bevy (page 22) and Hastings Pier (page 64) for
examples of organisations who have raised funding through community shares.

How it works
• Investors invest cash in the society which is registered against their name. Investors may
be eligible for tax relief on the investment if the society’s trade is eligible according to
HMRC rules.
• The society uses the cash to develop the business, be that through acquiring a new
building, renovating a property they own or investing in new staff and products.
• The society can choose to pay interest to investors expressed as a percentage of the
total capital invested, but may not choose to if they believe that to do so would be
damaging to the enterprise’s future prospects (e.g. if they needed the cash for more
urgent internal business reasons).
• The society can choose to enable investors to withdraw the investment should funds
allow; the source of cash to enable withdrawal should either be post-tax retained cash
surpluses, or new investment from new members.
• The investors (alongside other members) vote for the board of directors of the society
and have the power to control the society through voting on resolutions at meetings.
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Legal and regulatory position
Withdrawable shares in societies are exempt from
the regulations governing issuing securities to the
public. This means that a society can produce an
offer document and distribute it to the public without
the need for a ‘regulated person’ to authorise it. As a
result, societies can quickly and cheaply raise capital
investment from the public. Any documents issued
must be fair and accurate, and misleading statements
that present a partial or incomplete picture to investors
can still be subject to investigation under the 1967
Misrepresentation Act.

Who uses it?
Community shares have enjoyed a boost in recent
years thanks the support of various governments, who
have funded work to promote them to social sector
organisations.
The largest uptake has been in the community energy
sector which is responsible for over 66 per cent of
the total amount raised from 42 per cent of the total
number of share offers. The bulk of these were in 2015
– 2016 when a combination of tax reliefs and feed-in
tariff revenue made energy offers particularly safe and
lucrative. The ending of tax reliefs and feed-in tariffs
has led to large slow-down in community energy offers
to a fraction of this 2016 high point, with energy falling
to 20 per cent of share offers and responsible for 43 per
cent of investment since 2017.114
Beyond energy, community assets represent the next
largest usage category in various forms, from pubs to
community shops to community hubs, arts centres and
sports and leisure facilities which are responsible for 63
per cent of offers since 2017, raising £10 million in that
time, matched by additional funding of £7.5 million.115

Lewes FC
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Cost of setting up the offer
Because community share offers are unregulated by the FCA, they are, in most cases,
cheaper to run. Costs vary depending on the ability of the group to undertake the various
tasks that are required (engagement with the crowd, preparing business plans and offer
documents etc.), but are generally in the mid-to-low thousands, this does not include
additional costs such as design and print of offer documents and production of videos for
crowdfunding pages, all of which resourceful groups can usually find ways to access at
discount rates.

Support available
There are currently various examples of support strands available to assist groups wanting
to undertake share issues:
• Reach Fund116 – up to £15,000 of grant support (England only).
• The Hive117 – up to eight days of consultant support (UK wide).
• Power to Change Starter Fund118 – £6,000 matched grant funding against early-stage
crowdfunding to support share offer development (England only).
• Power to Change Booster Programme119 – up to £10,000 grant support for share issues in
which the Booster fund proposes to match investment in the share issue (England only).
• Power to Change Bright Ideas Fund120 – eight days of support and up to £15,000 in grant
support to support developing community businesses, including developing share offers
(England only).

Tax reliefs
There are several government schemes to encourage more investments by offering investors
generous tax breaks which effectively reduce the cost of investing.
• Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) – 50 per cent tax relief for the first £150,000
raised for new businesses.121
• Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) – 30 per cent tax relief for £5 million raised for
businesses under seven years old.122
• Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) – 30 per cent tax relief for up £1.5 million raised in
organisations under seven years old, c. £300,000 for those older than that, asset locked
or charitable community benefit societies only.123

Community Shares Standard Mark
The Community Shares Unit created the
Community Shares Standard Mark in 2015 as a set
of good practice standards for those in the sector
issuing community shares offers.124 As there is no
statutory regulation, the Mark offers a voluntary
opportunity for community organisations to
check that their offer document, application
forms, business plan and governance document
meet best practice standards and to agree to a
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code of practice, following an assessment by a
licensed practitioner.125 However, it is not a form of
professional due diligence,126 as it focuses on the
process rather than the content of the offer. It is
hoped that the Standard Mark will raise standards
and boost both public confidence in offers that
receive it, as well as potential institutional support.
One hundred projects have so far gone through to
achieve the Standard Mark.127
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Pros
• The average investment is in the region
of £500 per person,128 more than ten
times higher than donation or rewards
crowdfunding.129 As a result, it can help
groups raise significantly larger sums from
their community.
• The equity contribution can demonstrate
to grant funders that there is strong
support for a project, and a robust
governance model in place, both of which
can be important factors making them
likelier to add their funding to the mix.
• Withdrawable share capital investments
can be eligible for lucrative investment tax
reliefs.
• The costs of undertaking a community
share issue are much lower compared to
other methods raising finance from the
public because the activity is not subject to
regulations on financial promotions.
• Societies are in control of whether
returns are paid to investors, and whether
investors can have their capital returned to
them.
• The equality within the democratic
nature of the society often feels like an
appropriate structure to own and operate
assets with a public character (especially
when underpinned with an asset lock).

Cons
• This in turn can mitigate potential
conflicts between providers of finance and
community users; providers of finance are
merely stakeholders, rather than the most
important stakeholders; so, should business
plan assumptions turn out to be incorrect,
the tensions between finance providers
and users/customers can be managed,
rather than become destructive.
• Shares cannot be sold to third parties, and
can only be withdrawn at face value, which
removes the pressure to sell assets in the
context where the asset value rises faster
than revenue-generating power of the
society.
• Liquidity is provided for as a function of
both the investment from new members
and from retained post-tax surpluses.
• Because interest paid on investment is
paid as a cost of capital, the company
need not first be profitable before returns
to investors can be made (though FCA
regulations are clear that the society has
to be able to afford the interest paid).

• The quasi-debt, quasi-equity nature of
community shares makes them an unusual
concept which can sometimes be difficult
to conceptualise, especially to high-networth investors unused to it.
• The inability to give larger investors a
greater influence over governance risks
disincentivising some investors, especially if
they are more active investors who will only
invest if they can be proportionately involved
to ensure their investment is used well.
• Founders and leaders of social sector
enterprises can sometimes find the need
to cede some control and authority to
a board elected by ordinary members a
negative.
• The ability of boards to stop making
returns can be tempting. However, this can
stop new members joining as they know
how little return they will actually get,
which in turn reduces the ability to enable
existing members to get their money back
using the new funds introduced by the new
members.
• If societies are not making the membership
offer attractive (which may involve returns
but also engagement in the operations
of the business above and beyond the
formal governance rights) then new capital

is not introduced, and so the only way in
which existing shareholders can have their
capital returned is through the post-tax
surpluses the business has built up from
trading activity. However, as the business
model of many community investmentseeking enterprises is often quite marginal,
generating surpluses of sufficient scale
to enable return of capital to investors in
anything sooner than the very long-term is
likely to be a challenge.
• The society form is comparatively more
rigid than is possible with companies;
it is possible to ‘hack’ it to incorporate
governance innovations, but to do so
requires engaging advice from the
comparatively smaller number of legal
practices that have sufficient knowledge
and understanding of society law.
• The lack of capital gains can impact on
the types of investors to whom community
shares may attract and the level of
investment that might be received,
• By the same token, the relative rarity of
the society form means that organisations
with whom a society must engage might
struggle to comprehend the legal form,
be they banks, professional advisors, local
authorities or grant funders, and ultimately
the general public.

For more information on setting up a community shares offer see The Community Shares
Units Handbook.130
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Projekts Skatepark

Location:

Manchester, North West England

Organisation status:

Not-for-profit co-operative and community benefit society

Governance model:

Traditional/Membership organisation

The wasteland outside
the park was re-used and
planted. Projekts don’t
have to do this – they’re
not just a business, they
go above and beyond
what they have to do.

Photo: Projekt Skatepark Ltd.

Case study

Financial model(s) used: Community shares (current total: £132,194, 70 shareholders131)

A Projekts MCR investor

When you arrive at the site under Manchester’s
inner ring road, Projekts MCR looks much like any
other skatepark, but beyond the ramps, it also acts
as a community centre for a whole range of local
groups. They recently set out plans to expand
the park further under the motorway, increasing
ramp area as well as creating a community space
and the city’s first skate cafe.132, 133, 134 They hope
that these developments will increase revenue,
ensuring the longer-term financial sustainability
of the park. The overall project is set to cost
£602,149135 with £132,194 coming from community
shares investors, alongside grant funding from
Sport England,136 Co-operatives UK,137 The
Community Shares Unit’s Booster Programme138
and The Veolia Environmental Trust.139, 140 Investors
got rewards such as branded t-shirts or a ramp
named after them and Projekts plan to offer
investors 4 per cent interest on their investment
each year after year three.141
Most of their 70 investors are users of the
skatepark (or their parents), but a pizza restaurant
saw links to their brand image (their logo was
designed by a skateboard company), and the local
council signposted Projekts to one of their biggest
investors: a local community trust on the other
side of Manchester. One investor shared their
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Overall, the community shares route has provided
several advantages for Projekts: demonstration of
community support, new co-op members and the
peace of mind that comes with being financially
more sustainable. However, they recognise the
resources required to check the feasibility of a
project and get the right skills in place to make
it happen and would like to see more support to
access people’s untapped potential and develop
this with each project.

experience of feeling listened to as investors as
well as customers. With the funding in place, the
team are now looking for the best way to engage
shareholders in their co-operative governance
going forward.

With community shares
there is a benefit for the
community and indirectly
for the skatepark. They’re
not just in it for the
money, it’s about people
supporting the project.
Others fail – here it’s
people that are making
the difference.
A Projekts MCR investor

Projekts MCR Skatepark

In 14 years, Projekts has worked with over 20,000
people to develop their confidence and regenerate
places through skatepark activities.142 Its
community activities focus on underrepresented
groups, such as classes for girls and women,143 with
their participation up from 160 visits144 in 2012 to
3,755 in 2018.
Projekt’s community is committed to the success
of the project, as they see the social benefits
– providing children and adults opportunities
to come together, learn, exercise and build
confidence. They teach young people ways of
working that would benefit any community; as the
users physically move around the space, they are
constantly aware of those around them, learning
to give space and work together to maximise
everyone’s experience. They’ve also spruced up
neighbouring outdoor space with a local group.

How do you assess the
value of a project to get
the resources for it to go
ahead? Spending time
going to other projects
can give a good gauge
of what you need, but it
shouldn’t just be down to
the skills that you happen
to have to start with.
John Haines, Managing Director, Projekts MCR
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Community bonds and debentures
Bonds are a relatively unexplored part of the community investment world. Because of
the flexibility that governs what are in effect private arrangements between investors and
investees, terms used to describe debt investment are imprecise; some things that are
described as debentures other people might call bonds, and vice-versa. In general, in the
UK, debentures are secured against a company’s assets, giving the holders of the debenture
the right to seize control of the asset. So, the section below has a health warning that nearly
every statement should be prefixed with ‘usually’ or ‘normally’ and that counter examples
can be found.
Projects which have raised funding through crowdfunded bonds include Coigach
Community Interest Company which raised £1,750,000 to build a wind turbine to support
a community in the Highlands of Scotland;145 and The Southville Community Development
Association which raised £560,000 (£280,000 through crowdfunding and the rest from
Big Society Capital) in order to create places for 54 additional children at The Chessel
Centre Nursery.146 Another example is Broadband for the Rural North (B4RN) raising finance
through a crowdfunded bond following community shares issues.147 Also see our case study
of Energy Garden (page 61).

How it works
• An organisation will invite investors to lend to it at a fixed rate of interest (the coupon)
and maturity date (when it will be repaid). Investors will accept these terms and collect
the interest until the bond matures and they are repaid.
• Debentures secured on assets (where the asset sale will be used to pay back if the
company defaults) will have the existence of the debenture holder’s right to seize assets
registered at Companies House (this is so people dealing with the organisation in future
– especially potential lenders – can see that the assets are already secured).
• The debt will usually be transferable so investors who wish to cash in earlier can do so
provided they can find someone able to buy it. At this juncture, the underlying health
of the business will be crucial – if the business looks like it might struggle to repay the
principal amount and/or make interest payments, then the ability to sell them will be
restricted.

Legal and regulatory position
As many organisations seeking to take on debt will either be community benefit societies
or charities (or similar) issuing debt wouldn’t require an authorised person to sign off on a
prospectus. However, unless the organisation is also a co-operative or community benefit
society, any communications promoting the bond will require sign off by a regulated person.

Who uses it?
Institutional lenders or individuals can provide debt to organisations. The largest use of
individual-provided debt are bonds in the community energy market to fund installation
of wind, solar and hydro generating projects, often requiring significant seven figure sums.
Amongst other things, it has also been used to fund several social housing projects148 and
sports clubs.149
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Photo: GlenWyvis Distillery Ltd.

GlenWyvis Distillery

Loan stock
A smaller market has been shown in providing
loan stock to co-operatives. Because co-operative
society members must be in an economic
relationship with the enterprise, worker-owned
co-operatives which seek outside finance are
precluded from equity. However, the lack of
assets such businesses have also rules out much
‘traditional’ debt finance, and so they have
found drawing on the capital of supporters of
the business in the form of individual debt is a

successful and well-worn path. Such debt is not
secured, and is not transferable, and tends to pay
in the region of 3 per cent to 5 per cent annually
with the interest payment usually rolled up with
the final payment, usually after three or five
years. It is often refinanced by more debt from
institutions, who are happier to lend once the
business has shown that it is providing products
or services for which a market has been shown to
exist.

Cost of setting up the offer
Costs vary depending on the complexity of the share issue, and the preparatory work
necessary; costs start at around £15,000 for regulated person sign-off of communications
relating to the bond offer. Intermediary organisations might act as market-makers,
introducing your company to high-net-worth investors, taking a percentage of sums
invested, and an upfront fee.

Support available
• Reach Fund150 – up to £15,000 of grant support (England only).
• The Charity Bond Support Fund – invests up to a third up of charity bond issues.

Tax reliefs
Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR) (30 per cent tax relief for up £1.5 million raised in
organisations under seven years old, c. £300,000 for those older than that). SITR can be
offered for debt investments in Community Interest Companies (CICs), Community Benefit
Societies and charities.151
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Pros
• As bonds offer greater security and
certainty than shares, bonds may be a
more attractive financial proposition for
investors. Organisations may therefore
find it easier to raise larger amounts of
money through bonds.152
• For organisations who want to raise
capital from their supporters without
having to give up control, bonds provide
a good alternative to shares because
they don’t have voting rights attached to
them.153
• Some organisations might want to
raise capital from their supporters
without having to give up control of the
organisation. In this case bonds provide
a good alternative to shares because no
voting rights are attached to them.
• Debt-based securities are a flexible
and useful mechanism that can provide
exactly what a business needs in terms
of capital, without the involvement and
engagement from the providers of that
capital.
• In reality, most community investees
seeking debt finance are likelier to be
undertaking a smaller and more discreet
debt-raising process involving a small
number of wealthier people investing a
fairly significant sum each, rather than
a larger and more public offering where
more people invest with a lower average
sum invested per person. As the former
group are likely to meet the criteria to
qualify under the various exemptions
from the financial promotions regulations,
the actual costs in practice will be much,
much less than if the offer was one being
made to the public.

Cons
• The biggest negative comes from the
fact that the organisation is contractually
committed to repayment – in the case
of bonds, this requires the building up
of a fund to repay bondholders at the
end of the bond’s term, which, if cash
flow pressures intervene, can cause
challenges.
• Even where debts are paid in more
manageable amounts over time, these
can place cash flow under severe
pressure, especially where there is an
element of seasonality.
• Unless the organisation is also a
community benefit society, the
requirement to secure regulatory
approval outside of certain key groups
creates compliance costs, either in
ensuring that the resulting offer doesn’t
breach the terms of that exemption, or to
get the sign-off from an FCA-approved
person.
• Assumptions made at the start of the
lending period get locked in, and struggle
to be changed. As a result, a community
investee might make certain assumptions
about the volumes of trade it might
get, or the condition of a building,
which might turn out to be unrealistic.
The resulting need to raise revenues to
a level necessary to service debt can
create a conflict between the needs of
the community and the needs of finance
providers.
• Bondholders are not members, and
they have no voting rights, so they
do not provide a tool for community
engagement.

For more information on bonds see NCVO’s guide154 and the Bonds chapter of the
Community Shares Unit’s handbook.155
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Selecting a legal entity and governance model
Alongside choosing a community investment model, organisations have to choose an
organisation type (legal form) and decision-making structure (governance). The legal entity
determines which community investment models can be used, so the first part of this
section sets out the options and limitations around the relevant legal entities. The second
part focuses on governance models for organisational decision-making.

Choosing a legal form for your organisation
This section sets out the possible legal entities which can enable community shares, and
bonds and debentures.

Creating the organisation necessary to do a community share issue
The two legal entities that can issue community shares are:
• Co-operative societies
• Community benefit societies (with or without a statutory asset lock or charitable status)
All are registered with and regulated by the Mutual Societies Team at the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA). To create a society, groups should either:
• Identify a set of templated model rules (the FCA has a list156), contact the sponsoring
body, and work with them to register the society. Fees are charged depending on the
number of amendments made to the template.
• Submit a set of rules without the assistance of a sponsoring body, paying the full fee of
£950.

Photo: The Clipper

The Clipper
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Any existing organisation with legal personality (apart from a Charitable Incorporated
Organisation) can convert into either a co-operative or community benefit society. The
figure below shows which type of society different organisation types can convert into:

Company (limited by
shares or guarantee)

Community benefit society

Community interest company
(limited by shares or guarantee)

Community benefit society
with statutory asset lock

Company limited by guarantee
with registered charity status

Community benefit society
with charitable status

Co-operative society

Co-operative societies
The purpose of a co-operative society is to provide benefit to its members through its
activities. This could be through enabling staff to be well paid with fair terms and conditions
(in a worker co-op, a little like John Lewis and Waitrose) or that customers get low price
goods (a consumer co-op such as The Co-op Group or a members’ club) or where a group
of businesses group together to better market their products or provide central services (e.g.
Associated Press, Arla dairies). The members must predominantly be people who will be
essential to the trading activities of the co-operative society, such as the staff or customers
or producers.
Co-operative societies can be not-for-profit organisations, but usually aren’t because the
main way they benefit members is to give them financial benefits from being a member via
a dividend each year in proportion to the trade a member has undertaken with the co-op.
Governance considerations:
• Co-operative societies must also have at least 75 per cent of the voting power in the
hands of people who are members defined by their economic relationship with the cooperative – either a worker, a consumer, supplier etc. ‘Non-user investor members’ can
provide capital investment without being in such an economic relationship, but those
non-users can only control up to 25 per cent of the voting power.
• Co-operative societies must be based on a one member, one vote principle. A ‘multistakeholder’ co-operative can give different weighting to different classes to give one
class more influence over decisions.
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Community benefit societies
A community benefit society’s purpose is to provide benefit to a wider community, and all
surpluses must be devoted to the fulfilment of that purpose (either retained and reinvested,
or donated to some third party). It has members who might support and contribute to
the trading, and those members might receive those benefits, but by means of being in
the community of people who benefit from the activities, rather than because they are
members of the society. Many community land trusts take the legal form of community
benefit societies.
Governance considerations:
• Community benefit societies (CBS) also operate on a one member, one vote principle,
but because the primacy of a community benefit society is the creation of community
benefit, the FCA views the governance arrangements in the context of whether they
make sense in respect of the community benefit they are providing.
• A community benefit society may have a member class of ‘enablers’ who provide the
asset to the society, such as the local authority. The enablers reserve certain positions on
the board of directors or have veto powers over certain decisions. The £100,000 limit on
investment through community shares by one individual/organisation somewhat limits
these potential power dynamics.

Creating the organisation necessary for bonds and debentures
Societies, companies limited by shares, companies limited by guarantee, charities and LLPs
can all raise investment through bonds and debentures.
As creditors’ involvement is based on the contract that was created when they made the
debt investment, there is no formal role required in the organisation. It may be that some
creditors would be more comfortable investing their debt if they had some input or rights
though – maybe to observe board meetings, or to receive board papers etc. – but these are
a matter for negotiation and agreement between investors and investee organisations.
Governance considerations:
• A bigger impact can come from the need to make payments to the investor creditors.
Their needs (or demands) can become a priority in the minds of staff and directors,
which can have an effect on the organisation’s decision-making.
• If the organisation defaults (or is in danger of default) it can lose control of the assets
and/or the organisation itself, be that through creditors proposing solutions that involve
drastic changes to governance and operations, or more formally through insolvency
proceedings.
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Preparing the correct documentation
After registering the correct legal structure, groups need to prepare a series of documents:
• The offer document sets out the broad contractual terms of the offer – how much is
being sought and what it will be spent on; the conditions that will trigger the successful
conversion of pledges into actual investment; the aspirations regarding paying interest
and withdrawal to investors and details about the society’s governance. This document,
along with the society’s constitutional document forms the legal basis of the contract
between the society and the investor.
• Usually, a business plan is produced going into greater detail about the market
opportunity and how the society will seek to exploit this opportunity. It usually includes
financial projections detailing forecast cash flow, profit and loss and balance sheets.
As with crowdfunding, a society will want to demonstrate momentum by having a
significant proportion of their investment already lined up to be pledged. Societies can also
use a platform – leading examples being Crowdfunder157 and Ethex158 – to host their share
offer and automate the payment process and display running totals.
Although the contractual status of a share issue is different from ‘standard’ crowdfunding,
the process can be considered as a bigger crowdfunding campaign, though with the clear
difference that since investors will pledge around ten times what they would donate, it takes
more advanced engagement with them ahead of the campaign launch to warm them up to
the point that they appreciate that the merits of the project and that those benefits will only
come to fruition if investors are prepared to commit the funds necessary.

Creating the best governance model to suit the organisation
Governance is often thought of as simply a legally-required framework for establishing
a board. But governance is at the very core of determining what sort of organisation will
be created, who will be involved and what it will achieve. One way of defining governance
is: ‘how society, or groups within it, organize to make decisions’,159 within which three key
questions are raised. These can be a starting point for thinking about a governance structure:

1. Who has a voice in making decisions?
2. How are decisions made?
3. Who is accountable?160
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Photos: Energy Garden

Through this it can be seen that governance in practice
simply means deciding on and using a set of structures,
processes and ways of working which provide a framework
for the organisation’s work. There are three key elements
that organisations who are using crowdfunding community
investment need to consider when developing their
governance setup:
• Legal requirements: Each legal structure which a
community project can have (e.g. co-operative, charity,
limited company) will have specific associated legal
governance requirements. The most common are having
an elected board of directors (with ultimate financial
and legal responsibility) and shareholder votes at annual
general meetings (AGM with one member, one vote
being a key component of community share offers –
giving a voice to the shareholders).161
• Impact on the success of the project: A good
governance structure provides a framework
underpinning and supporting the organisation’s work.
When a structure is well suited to the organisation,
it will enable effective decision-making and efficient
implementation of the strategic aims. A structure which
is ill-fitting can cause unnecessary bureaucracy, delays
to operational implementation and frustration and
disengagement of the community.
• Engagement and empowerment of the community
(shareholders, volunteers, external stakeholders and
users): Governance structures can enable or prevent
participation in decision-making and running of
activities within organisations. Within communityowned projects, there is an opportunity to harness the
energy and voice of the investor community to shape
and develop the organisation through opportunities in
the governance structure. These need not be limited to
formal roles or committees but can include input into
processes (e.g. strategy development) or additional
representative roles (e.g. a youth council) which are
relevant to the organisation in question. Overall, the
governance model can be a key tool in enabling diverse
participation from, and inclusion of, different individuals
and groups within a community.
Energy Garden
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In section one we introduced three example governance models used by community
organisations. Below we highlight the advantages and disadvantages of the different
governance models that projects can consider when setting up their organisations.

Model

Advantages

Disadvantages

Traditional

Familiarity with model; perceived lower risk in
decision-making; clear division between strategic
and operational decision-making; sub-committees
of the board can be brought into structure (with
the option to move towards model two); volunteers
can work for staff on operational activities.

Rigid structure; hierarchy creates
access barriers to governance
roles; potential lack of meaningful
shareholder input.

Membership

Flexible structure; skills/experience-based
volunteer board; partnership working enables
knowledge share; opportunities at different levels
for member/volunteer involvement and facilitated
succession planning for the board. The structure
of various groups can allow for active equality and
diversity work e.g. reserved spaces on committees
for young people.

Layers of committees and groups can
make the structure difficult to navigate.

Sociocractic

Emphasis on openness; empowerment of
community through flat structure – barriers to
roles reduced; structure is flexible and so working
groups (and potentially sub groups) can be added
and adapted as all working groups link to main
circle.

Openness means access to roles is
easier, but potentially less scrutiny
over skills/experience; collective
decision-making takes more time and
training, relies on a shared vision and
understanding of processes, progress
can be delayed if not (in some cases
consensus decision-making used).

Traditional model in action: GlenWyvis Distillery162
GlenWyvis Distillery has set a new bar for the scale and reach of a crowdfunded community
investment project. However, with almost 4,000 investors, the mechanics of community
ownership presents something of a challenge. The Distillery has therefore opted for a
more traditional governance structure of a management committee which is elected by
the investor members (they are split into two groups who can each elect a set number of
board members – this is to ensure that the majority are from the local area), which oversees
the project’s strategic direction and employs staff to manage the day-to-day operations
of the business. The Distillery has so far had two AGMs, where numbers attending were
manageable – but as numbers grow, 10 per cent attendance would be close to 400 people
in the room. Instead of trying to curate meaningful input from thousands of individuals, the
organisation has opted for focusing on electing board members with high-level skills and
local and professional experience who will guide the organisation into its next phase.

The staff ultimately run the business under the elected board’s
watchful eye.
John Mckenzie, Founder and Managing Director, GlenWyvis Distillery
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Membership organisation model in action: Portland Works163
Portland Works centre for small manufacturers and craftspeople in the refurbished historic
cutlery works have developed their organisational structure into one which aims to prioritise
transparency and accessibility, within a framework of open directors’ meetings and working
groups covering different activities within the project. Their directors and board meeting
format means that meetings are not often closed, and other stakeholders are enabled to
participate e.g. working group representatives, users, workshop tenants and shareholders.
The flexible nature of this structure means that various working groups of volunteers and
users have been set up along the way to make decisions on different themes from renovation
work to finances. Each of these groups then feeds into the directors’ meeting, so that there is
meaningful input from a wide range of stakeholders in top level decision-making.

We have working groups on different themes – building
renovation, publicity, finance legal and governance, all feeding
in to the directors’ meeting.
Derek Morton, Chair (2011-2015), Portland Works Little Sheffield Ltd

Sociocracy in action: Equal Care Co-op164
The care and support platform Equal Care Co-op created its structure based on its priority
to put the supported members, advocate members and worker members at the heart of
decision-making in their multi-stakeholder platform co-operative. They therefore have
limited the votes of investors not in those categories to 10 per cent of all votes. To maximise
opportunities for participation in line with the co-operative principles, they have made a
commitment to having at least three general meetings a year in addition to the AGM. The
organisation integrates sociocracy (circles of decision-making all linking in to the central
decision-making space), co-production and self-managing teams into their personalised
model. This is a great example of an organisation which has taken a range of methods and
adapted them to fit the context and priorities of their organisation.

For us, the focus on changing the power dynamic in social care
started with the cooperative model. But this wasn’t enough for
the day-to-day and there weren’t many practical examples of
how we might design our structure with this in mind. I found
first holacracy and then sociocracy, which is a very kind,
pragmatic human-centred approach to organisation design.
It’s also strongly related to the Buurtzorg model of care. Coproduction completes our ‘governance trinity’ that we are
knitting together with the platform and trialling in our Calder
Valley pilot this year. It’s exciting, we are learning by doing and
taking a flexible, responsive approach.
Emma Adelaide-Back, Equal Care Co-op
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Chapter 3

Opportunities
and challenges
in community
Investment,
governance
and ownership
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A key challenge for organisations considering crowdfunding community investment
is answering the basic question – is it for me? To help address this, the following
chapter looks beyond what crowdfunding community investment is and discusses
some of the main opportunities and challenges that anyone interested in this form
of finance should consider. This is primarily based on insights and lessons learned
from those who have set up and run crowdfunded community projects.

Opportunities – community empowerment through
financial and non-financial contributions
Crowdfunding investment, whether through shares or debt, can be a powerful way for
community-led organisations to raise funds, bringing with it a number of financial as
well non-financial benefits for both the projects directly and for the wider community.
While most organisations will naturally focus on access to new funds and other financial
considerations, it is important that organisations also consider the non-financial benefits,
such as increased volunteering and strengthened community resilience, when weighing up
the pros and cons for choosing crowdfunding community investment.

Helping fund projects that would not otherwise get funded
Investment crowdfunding can provide a flexible alternative source of funding to projects
that would not otherwise get funded, either due to lack of a proven track record meaning
bank loans are not accessible, lack of appropriate grant funding, or because the
amount needed is larger than it is possible to raise through donations or rewards-based
crowdfunding.165
Community investment often enables projects to go ahead where grant funding is not
available for the type of project they are running, the legal structure of their organisation,
for what they intend to use the funding for (e.g. working capital), or within the time-frame
that the money is needed (for example to buy a building they have successfully registered
as an asset of community value giving them six months to find funding for the purchase).

We invested to support the skate park because we thought it
was very important. We’re very involved in scootering – it’s an
important place for our family – and we would be devastated if
it had to close.
A Projekts MCR community share investor
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Investment crowdfunding can provide levels of finance for community projects beyond
the reach of donations or rewards crowdfunding, with the average amount raised through
community shares crowdfunding at £504,367166 and debt-based securities £1,389,923,167
compared to just £1,516168 for donations and £11,800 for rewards.169 This is possible because
most investment crowdfunded projects offer interest on investments, alongside the
opportunity to support local projects.170 When this is combined with the various tax reliefs
available to community investment offers, they can be financially competitive investments
–particularly at a time when interest rates on a typical alternative use for this money, banks
savings accounts, are particularly low.171 This means that investment-based models are able
to tap into investors’ financial as well as social motivations for backing a project, and so
can be used to fund much larger-scale projects than is possible through the donations or
rewards-based models.172

The first group were desperately keen to get broadband and
willing to put money in to have that. The second group were
not that committed to broadband but did have a sense of
community – they could see that it would make a difference to
others. Another group saw it as a commercial venture.
Barry Forde, Chief Executive, Broadband for the Rural North Ltd. (B4RN)

Photo: Portland Works

Portland Works
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Case study

The project aims to make Dingwall ‘the craft
distilling town for Scotland’, reinvigorating the
local community, and making it a spot on the
North Coast 500 route for tourists177 as the world’s
first 100 per cent community owned distillery.178
Using barley from a local co-op,179 they aim to
establish a modern distillery within the Scottish
tradition.180 The distillery is powered by wind,
hydro and solar power,181 making it the world’s first
carbon-neutral distillery.182 Currently nine out of
ten board members are from the local postcode,
with around 60 per cent of investors from the local
area and 70 per cent from Scotland, although
some 36 countries are represented overall.183

GlenWyvis Distillery

Location:

Dingwall, Scotland

Organisation status:

Community benefit society

Governance model:

Traditional (elected board, AGM)

Financial model(s) used: Community shares (2016: £2,544,210 from 2,456 investors, 2017 – 		
present: £1,036,280 from 1,426 investors)

some reward175), with a range of rewards for
different levels, from distillery tours to bottles of
the first batch of whisky.176

Because we had done the
wind turbine project, we
saw this as a real chance
of success with a unique
model.

One London investor said
that is a huge amount
of money to raise in any
forum – it goes to show
that community shares
are a viable example of
novel business.
John Mckenzie, Founder and Managing Director,
GlenWyvis Distillery

Photo: GlenWyvis Distillery Ltd.

In the North of Scotland, a traditional industry
is being revived, led by a community which has
come together around regeneration of their
town and a love of whisky. Dingwall used to be
home to several distilleries over the years, with
the last closing in 1926.173 From the community
know-how and energy generated from a
previous community-funded wind turbine project,
GlenWyvis Distillery was created. It opened in
November 2017 after a successful community
shares raise of £2,544,210 with 2,456 investors in
77 days (aim was £1.5 million), alongside large
institutional grants. The minimum investment
for those in the local postcode was £250,174 and
‘pledges’ were also available from £10 (which
didn’t constitute a share investment but gave

The first share offer to help set up and build
the distillery was followed by a second to meet
demand for investment, develop the brand
(suggested by shareholders184) and reduce
commercial borrowing.185 At the time of writing,

over £3.5 million has been raised in total.186, 187
The five full-time staff are making and selling gin
(investors decided to bring gin making in house188)
while awaiting the first batch of whisky189 which
should be ready in 2021.190

While most traditional distilleries are owned and
controlled by a few large shareholders, GlenWyvis
has shown the sector that things can be done
differently and has set a record in the amount
raised through community shares. However,
the scale of the project has exposed some of
the challenges around the lack of flexibility in
initiatives to help such projects. For example, a
£5,000 grant doesn’t go far when set up costs
are £200,000, and while the wait for the whisky
continues, the board faces the interesting
challenge of managing this large body of investors
as the next AGM approaches.

John Mckenzie, Founder and Managing Director,
GlenWyvis Distillery

Photo: GlenWyvis Distillery Ltd.

No one has ever
crowdfunded a distillery:
£250 to own a whisky
distillery and have a vote!
John Mckenzie, Founder and Managing Director,
GlenWyvis Distillery
GlenWyvis Distillery
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Creating more financially stable community initiatives
Financial stability is a challenge for most community organisations. Crowdfunded
community investment can help address this by enabling more certainty through longerterm investment, flexibility in comparison to grant funding, the creation of new revenue
streams, and increased accountability to the community. Showing that a project has
backing from the public can provide the legitimacy needed to open doors to other sources
of funding such as larger grant funding or social investment. Finally, giving the community a
stake in an asset means they are likely to use it more, increasing revenue and sustainability
of the project.191
By having investment that is stable for several years (e.g. three years is common duration
before community shares can be withdrawn),192 organisations gain more financial certainty
in the initial years of a project which can otherwise be unpredictable. Furthermore, these
investment models often allow fundraising organisations more flexibility and control than
other sources of funding, such as grant funding, which can be very restricted and come with
extensive monitoring requirements. This allows projects to use funds to overcome unseen
challenges and react to new opportunities.

With this funding we can be fleet of foot, and respond to
opportunities as they arise.
Helen Seymour, Chair, Headingley Development Trust

Funds can be used to develop new revenue streams, increasing the sustainability of projects.
For example, Jubilee Pool in Penzance raised £528,680 from 1,380 community shares
investors towards building the infrastructure needed to geothermally heat the pool, and
reduce its reliance on the good weather. As a result it can be used by the community and
earn money 12 months of the year.193
When sourcing investment for a project from within the community it serves, there is builtin local accountability. This creates a duty to be financially responsible and operate within
their means. Because of this it has been argued that more community-owned organisations
are likely to be financially stable than those in other forms of ownership.194
There is some evidence that community businesses are able to succeed in places where
businesses operating under other ownership models are not. The Plunkett Foundation
estimates that survival rates of community pubs in the UK has been maintained at 100 per
cent195 and community shops at 94 per cent;196 a remarkable achievement, considering the
five-year survival rate of all UK small businesses is only around 44 per cent.197
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Increasing volunteering and tapping into other non-financial
contributions
Investors’ interest in community projects nearly always goes beyond financial returns.
This means that they are often willing to contribute more than money to help towards the
project’s goals198 such as through volunteering, giving access to space or equipment, and
sharing local knowledge and networks. For example, past research has found that 32 per
cent of community shares investors offered to volunteer with the project, 39 per cent of
them had participated in shareholder meetings, 35 per cent gave feedback or advice, and
24 per cent made introductions and connections to the project.199

Volunteers do everything from the board to the turnstile.
Charlie Dobres, Lewes Football Club, Elected Director

It is common for investors to have the right to stand for the board of the organisation. This
can bring in a wide range of skills (e.g. bid writing, accounting), a wealth of local knowledge
(which helps keep the project relevant and addressing local needs) as well as representing
the diversity of the community benefiting from the project. Shareholders can also be
involved on a more operational level, for example in working groups around specific smaller
projects (e.g. a particular event) or in core functions of the project, such as working behind
the bar in a community pub or helping teach classes at a community centre.200 Non-board
volunteering roles can be more accessible and tangible in their impact and therefore can be
easier to recruit for, but consideration must be taken to support volunteers and pay where
appropriate.

What’s more important is engagement and backing. If you did
hit a bump in the road, you could reach out to the community
to give you a hand, to make it work. Or there could be a
moment that comes when you need that particular kind of
volunteer.
Iain Chambers, Community Projects Manager, The Bevy pub

Shared knowledge and resources can be crucial to the success of some community projects.
For example, Broadband for the Rural North (B4RN), who raised over £4 million to bring fast
broadband to dozens of rural communities is supported by local farmers and landowners
who give them permission and help them to run broadband cables through their land. Their
extensive knowledge of the lay of their land also allows them to avoid potential challenges
such as trying to run cables through land susceptible to flooding. This helps B4RN reach
communities that are not viable for traditional broadband providers.201
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Strengthening local resilience, community self-determination and
social infrastructure
The opportunity to invest in local projects can empower communities with increased selfdetermination over the future of their local area. It can also help build social cohesion by
bringing people together around a common cause.
Community ownership not only gives a group of people a financial stake in an organisation
– it enables them to hold the power of decision-making within it and therefore, in the
future design and regeneration of their area. This is particularly important in the context
of urban regeneration, where much development by private developers has been critiqued
for focusing too much on short term financial gains and profits rather than catering to the
needs of and improving the area for the existing community.202, 203, 204

Having confidence in themselves is key. It’s been top down for
a long time. This is a real genuine bottom-up approach, and
that releases latent energy within a community.
David Cameron, Director, Community Land Scotland

This empowerment can have an impact on the community’s future as the collective
knowledge, skills and connections generated through running a community-initiative can
be transferred to new projects and empower the next generation of the community.205
For example, it was the process of setting up a community wind turbine that inspired the
creation of the community-owned GlenWyvis distillery (see our case study on page 53).
Overall the community can become more resilient and ready to step in to make changes to
improve the local area.206

It’s really important that we don’t tell them what to do. We give
them what they want and support them, but it’s their garden.
Agamemnon Otero, CEO and Director, Energy Garden

Working as a group to raise money and build something positive strengthens ties between
those involved, and this can spill over into day-to-day life creating a community where
people can depend on one another.207 In addition, many community projects are actively
working to build social cohesion and wellbeing in the community through their activities.208
For example by reducing loneliness and isolation (e.g. by providing meals for vulnerable
groups in the community209), or simply by providing space that is open and accessible to the
diversity of the community.210

We wonder if the bigger benefits are the community ties we
leave behind after it is built, the legacy of people talking to
each other.
Barry Forde, Chief Executive, Broadband for the Rural North Ltd. (B4RN)

The positive role of community groups on social cohesion and wellbeing has been
confirmed by previous studies. For example, it has been found that active participation in
community organisations and activities is associated with decreased loneliness,211 lower
mortality rates and better physical and mental health,212 and communities where more
people volunteer and join local organisations tend to have lower crime rates.213
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Challenges – transitioning from grassroots fundraising
to running a community organisation and avoiding
negative impacts on diversity and inclusion
While there is a range of benefits associated with crowdfunding community investment,
there is also a variety of challenges which anyone considering it should be aware of and
take into consideration. These include challenges directly related to fundraising, accessing
assets and the learning curve that grassroots organisations go through in planning for,
setting up and running an inclusive community business.

Gaining access to assets for community use
In most cases, gaining access to an asset (such as a pub, community centre, shop or piece
of land) is either the main purpose or a key requirement in setting up a project.214 It can,
however, be challenging for community groups to access such assets, whether they are
currently owned by a private landlord or a local authority. Barriers include conflicting
priorities, lack of finance for the asset transfer process, as well as lack of expertise.215
Registering an asset as an asset of community value under the 2011 Localism Act is a
process which gives the community a right to bid for an asset should it ever come up for
sale, by giving them six months to raise the funds to bid for it.216 However, sometimes this
mechanism doesn’t help as intended. For example, when Bamford Community Society
registered their local pub, The Angler’s Rest, as an asset of community value the community
still had to fight to buy it, as the owner tried to sell instead to another buyer.
While local authorities have the ability to pass on assets they own to community groups,
there can be hesitancy to do this. For example, they may feel disempowered if they
previously owned and ran the asset, or not want to be seen to hand public buildings over to
‘private’ business. This can slow down the process of asset transfer or prevent it happening
all together. Furthermore, community groups sometimes prefer to work in partnership
with local authorities, but often find that there is little flexibility in terms of the kind of
relationship they can have with the local authority (they often want full or no control). In
addition, community groups can find that the asset handed over has major (and costly)
issues, and that this is the reason for the local authority wanting to take it off their books.217

The local authority might sound supportive, promise land, then
it might take years for it to progress and in the end the process
might not live up to expectations.
Linsay Chalmers, Development Manager, Community Land Scotland

In urban and rural areas, the challenges in accessing assets can be different. For example
Community Land Scotland has found that in cities it can be more difficult to establish who
owns a piece of land, the prices can be unaffordable or the practice of land banking means
that landowners of vacant lots are unwilling to sell. In different parts of the UK, support
for buying land varies218 e.g. in Scotland the Scottish Land Fund often pays for most of the
purchase cost.219 There can, however, be challenges in publicly-supported community asset
projects, and there is currently an enquiry looking at what went wrong in projects which
had significant public funding invested in them, but were unable to continue to be run
successfully as community assets.220
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It’s as basic as finding out who owns the land, and if it is
registered. It’s more common that no one knows who land is
owned by in urban areas.
Linsay Chalmers, Development Manager, Community Land Scotland

Planning and running a successful investment crowdfunding
campaign
One of the biggest challenges community groups will face in raising community investment
is planning and running a successful campaign, particularly if this is their first time raising
funding in this way. Specific challenges centre on producing a viable business plan, gaining
the trust of the community, and running a successful campaign, i.e. convincing people to
invest.

Business planning and preparation
A major challenge for grassroots community groups seeking community investment is that
they often don’t have experience in creating a business plan. This is essential to running
a sustainable business and showing that their project is viable to investors. Key tips from
projects and institutions were:
• Have a clear goal with a plan that covers all eventualities, shows how uses will generate
income, and has the backing of the organisation.
• Make sure your documentation is consistent, with projections and assumptions
explained.
• Assess the risks and show your technical ability to run the project.

Start with your heart driving everything, and get everything
making sense in your head.
Derek Morton, Chair (2011 – 2015), Portland Works Little Sheffield Ltd

A key part of preparing to raise community investment is establishing the most appropriate
investment model. Finding information on community investment models and how to use
them can be challenging, and one that projects recognise is more difficult if you are new
to the sector. Related to this is the difficulty of getting the minimum investment level right.
Knowing your potential investor community is key here. Finding the balance in marketing to
appeal to those investors looking for a good deal financially whilst not alienating the core
community is often seen as one of the biggest challenges by fundraising projects.

Don’t just go out with one message, you need to have
incentives for everyone. At the bottom end of the scale this is
emotional, at the top it is hard money.
Susan Stuart, Director, Jubilee Pool Penzance Limited
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Regardless of the initial knowledge, some funding is necessary to get the first pieces of the
project in place (e.g. legal work and feasibility studies) and projects reported that while
there there is some funding and support available, grant funding for this can be hard to
access, or not enough to cover set-up costs.

Gaining the trust of the community
Building trust between the project and the community is key to a successful crowdfunding
community investment.221 Not taking into account the time and effort required for this can
be detrimental to both raising funds as well as sustaining the project over time.
Firstly, talking to the community about their wants and needs from the start is key to
getting the project right – they’re unlikely to invest unless there is a shared understanding
of the problem and buy-in for the solution. Second, being community-run can still come
with certain assumptions that a project is not a viable business. While, producing good
plans and documents and presenting them in an easily accessible and understandable way
can give people some comfort in their investment, further work needs to be done to foster
trust in those running the project and the financial instruments being used, which potential
investors will often be unfamiliar with. One of the popular ways of building this trust is
by engaging key trusted individuals in the community to act as ambassadors, sharing
information and updates on the project as well as generally championing the opportunities
that community investment will bring.

Our general advice is communicate, communicate
communicate!
Hugh Rolo, Development Adviser, Locality

Running a successful campaign
Running a successful crowdfunding campaign can be hard. It requires dedicated team
members with specific skills and planning often months in advance of going live, and can
demand significant amounts of time and energy of the often unpaid project team. This
is particularly challenging when projects have set an all or nothing target that needs to
be met in a short fundraising window. Furthermore, projects pointed out that for some
community organisations, asking for money can be a challenge, as it’s not a normal way for
them to interact with their community.
The learning curve of running such a campaign can be very steep and many projects fail
in their first attempt at fundraising through crowdfunding. Most successful projects have
started with a group of leaders who have a background in the sector, or specific skills which
are key to setting the project up, such as bid writing, community governance or business
planning. With this experience can also come a network of connections which can bring
advice, publicity and investment to the project from the start.

There was a team of about five at the core of it, putting in a
huge amount of energy just to make it work. Our conviction
that it would all work out was infectious.
Derek Morton, Chair (2011-2015), Portland Works Little Sheffield Ltd
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Regardless of the type of investment, having the community ready to invest as soon as the
campaign is live is a key way to demonstrate trust in the offer and encourage a strong start
to the campaign. Several projects mentioned strategic techniques that they found useful in
their campaign:
• Show the community the advantages for their local economy and how it will impact
them beyond the particular project.
• Be strategic in the timing of your campaigns and activities to boost marketing of your
offer.
• Think about the wider network – including the local corporate community and those who
have had some connection to the building or association with the place – and how they
can help spread the message and boost investment.

We would have spent six to nine months investing in our
networks before the launch – that would be a strategy for the
next time, if we have time!
Wendy Hart, Co-Director, Nudge Community Builders

However, a key challenge is knowing where to direct marketing and having the skills and
capacity to do it. Reaching out to the local and national press resulted in coverage which
supported the project, boosting external investment, for others, face-to-face interactions
work best. However, it was clear that for most campaigns social media played an important
role as it allows fundraisers to reach out to and mobilise investors, as well respond to their
feedback, comments and questions.
Projects need to have people who both understand the financial instrument and terms of
the offer and know how to put this forward to potential investors in a credible way – which
can be hard to find in one person.

Bring in as much advice as you possibly can, speak to those
who have done it and get expert input, so you don’t head down
wrong path.
Rebecca McIntyre, Founder member, Bamford Community Society, owners of the Anglers Rest in
Derbyshire

Not having past experience could put projects at a disadvantage. Several projects found
that having run a donations or rewards-based crowdfund campaign prior to raising
community investment had set them up well for this next stage222 giving them crowdfunding
skills and testing the investment potential of the project. For those without this experience,
accessing expert advice and support early on was reported to be important to running a
successful campaign, as well as the need for community groups to come together to share
best practice, pre-empt problems and gain confidence.
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Case study

Energy Garden

Overground stations, London

Organisation status:

Community benefit society

Governance model:

Membership organisation (representative co-operative structure)

Photo: Energy Garden

Location:

However this project has been funded so far by
£750,000 from the People’s Postcode Lottery,228
£54,000 from Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
£37,000 from GLA greener cities fund working with
Repowering London (solar AV), and Transport For
London, and from the income from the energy
produced by solar panels on site or as part of
the wider project.229 As a community benefit
society, groups are encouraged to become
investors in the co-operative and participate in its
decision-making. In addition to AGMs there are
regular meetings to which each garden sends a
representative to give updates and contribute to
the wider project.

Financial model(s) used: Community bond)

People are keen to see
green spaces, biodiversity
and improve air quality,
and we can support them
with funds generated
from a renewable energy
co-operative while
reducing carbon emission
from the most polluting
sector: transport.
Agamemnon Otero, CEO and Director, Energy Garden
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Each garden is created by a local group who
design, plant and tend the garden, with support
from a central co-operative to acquire the rights
to the land and the tools and resources to make
their vision a reality.230 The aims of the project
are primarily social and environmental,231 looking
to ‘turn them into arteries of support and help
for a resilient city’232 through tackling issues
from food poverty and pollution to community
empowerment.233

Photo: Nesta

Energy Garden combines urban regeneration,
green energy and community gardening in one
project. Using the land surrounding London’s
transport network stations, the co-operative
has worked with community groups to create a
network of growing spaces across the capital.223
The project has so far established 34 energy
gardens across London, supported by 127
community groups, 44 school programmes and
25 young paid interns,224 and has plans to expand
across the city’s overground train and tube station
network.225 To do this, in 2018 they launched the
Energy Garden Bond Innovative Finance ISA,226
a 20-30 year bond with a minimum target of £2
million (maximum £16.5 million) and expected 4
per cent interest, where all retail and sophisticated
investors are treated on equal terms.227
Unfortunately the initial offer was unsuccessful in
raising the minimum amount required.

Energy Garden

The group plans to relaunch their bond offer in
May 2019, following concentrated work around
engaging the potential investor network, including
far beyond the local community. It remains to
be seen whether innovative models like this can
achieve this scale of investment in the community
project context.
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Transitioning from fundraising to running a community business

Then a new challenge started, to run the pub.
Iain Chambers, Community Projects Manager, The Bevy pub

Campaigning and fundraising require very different skill sets and processes from those
needed to the deliver the project. Projects in particular highlighted community engagement,
leadership and maintaining momentum as issues that they encountered when managing
the shift from fundraising to implementation.

Keeping the community engaged
People like the buzz of a campaign, but ongoing operations can be much less interesting to
the wider community, leading to a reduction in involvement over the years.234 For a project
to be truly owned by the community, however, it needs to maintain ongoing interest and
engagement, for example by offering volunteering opportunities, ongoing discussions,
regular updates (even when there are delays) and decision-making opportunities.
Keeping the community engaged after the fundraising period is essential because it is
vitally important that the community is ready to use the service and continue to support it
in line with the business plan. For this reason, Portland Works offer regular open meetings to
give opportunities for the community to input and keep informed. Several projects have also
used social media as a tool for this purpose.

Create meaning and a reason for your existence that matters
to the people you’re asking the money from. You have to match
the DNA and culture of the town.
Charlie Dobres, Lewes Football Club, Elected Director

Leadership and management skills
The skills required to design and run a fundraising campaign are very different to those
required for the day to day management of a community business. Initial leaders have to be
good at galvanizing the team around a cause and at fundraising, but there is a need for a
range of different skills (from leadership and financial planning, to social media and public
engagement) for the ongoing operation of the business.235
As well as skills, relevant and diverse experience plays a key role in ensuring good decisionmaking in an organisation. This may require extra effort to reach a range of groups and
where roles often rely on large numbers of hours of unpaid work. Breaking down these
barriers requires expertise and resource, which can be especially hard to come by at the
start of a project.
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Keeping momentum going within the project team
The final challenging aspect of moving from campaign to ongoing operations is practical:
a campaign takes a huge amount of energy and commitment, and by the end of it, people
are tired and may be at risk of burnout.236 However, taking a break at this key stage in
project establishment is a big risk.237 Having people with new energy to bring to this part
of the project can help ease the transition and make sure that the momentum isn’t lost.
Projects told us that the strength of relationships with the community were key to building
resilience to get through these challenges years after the initial raise.

Involve as wide a group as possible and make sure that they
feel ownership and maintain that. Support your supporters,
keep them involved, communicate, ask questions and make
sure that they know that you value what they do.
Derek Morton, Chair (2011-2015), Portland Works Little Sheffield Ltd

Photo: Portland Works

Portland Works
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Case study

Hastings Pier
Location:

Hastings, South East

Organisation status:

Community benefit society

Governance model:

Traditional (Elected board, AGM)

Financial model(s) used: Community shares (£850,000 – 4,700 shareholders)

No case study emphasises the range of
opportunities and challenges which can be met in
ensuring the sustainability of a community asset
as strongly as Hastings Pier. Through the journey
of the project to renovate and bring the pier back
into community ownership from a devastating fire
in 2010,238 to its sale to a private owner in 2018,239
there is evidence of both the highs and lows that
such a project can reach.
In early 2017 Hastings Pier was hailed as a great
success as the first charity to issue community
shares.240 Through the energy of a passionate local
community coming together, 4,700 shareholders
raised £850,000 in community shares and
worked to gain a combination of £12 million grant
funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund241 and
£2.5 million from other sources242 to renovate the
pier. In 2016 it reopened to the public with an
emphasis on community and music events,243 and
in 2017 it won the prestigious RIBA Stirling Prize
for architecture244 and Pier of The Year245 awards.
It was the success story of an iconic structure
coming back to life using the community shares
model.
However, this success did not continue, and in
2017 the organisation went into administration,246
ultimately for the failure to repay a £100,000 debt
owed to a social lender. The precise causes of the
lack of cash remain opaque due to the society
being liquidated as part of the eventual transfer
of the Pier to private ownership. However, it is
felt that a combination of higher-than-projected
renovation costs caused the Pier to dedicate what
had been designated as working capital towards
the renovation. That in turn left them much less
able to navigate their way through the first few
years where they trying various revenue generating
mixes until they hit on the correct formula.
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This provides for a reflection on the need for
project funding to allow enough working capital
to bed in new operational plans, as without it
the community business has pretty much just
one chance to get it right, which is unrealistic.
Institutions, partners and funders are often more
interested in the more tangible impact of the first
phase, and there is scope for more of a focus on
the transition to day-to-day operations. And from
the governance perspective, the organisation
needs to ensure a balance of skills across the
board from initial fundraising expertise to longerterm strategic vision, along with a passion and
understanding of the nature of the underlying
business itself. Crucially, it has to be sure to
engage and utilise its stakeholder networks who
are both sources of additional capital themselves,
and stakeholders who can influence whether other
public sector organisations can be pressed into
support.
Community ownership ended with administrators
selling the pier to the private owner of
Bournemouth pier,247 taking an asset which
has received significant community and public
investment quickly into private ownership. At
the time of writing, a crowdfunding campaign
is looking to fund unfair dismissal lawsuits
brought by three safety engineers who have been
dismissed by the current owner.
This case study raises questions of governance
of community assets and transparency of
decision-making, regarding how meaningful the
involvement of community shareholders is in the
crucial stages of a project and how the processes
surrounding challenges and their outcomes can
reflect the nature of a collaborative community
project.
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Transforming from a grassroots volunteer group to a formal governance structure
Governance isn’t often seen as a priority for community organisations to focus on from
the start, as it is often seen as extra administration and only when it becomes an issue
do people take notice (when it is harder to fix). There is a lack of understanding of the
importance of ongoing good governance in supporting the organisation’s long-term
success. Organisations often don’t have the time or money while setting up the organisation
to consider innovative governance methods, and so go for standard models, as these
are also likely to be considered more reliable by funders, despite the fact that the choice
of model may determine their future options;248 and once a model has already been
embedded it is much harder to change, especially when more pressing operation issues
arise.
The strength of coming from a grassroots community group can also present a big
challenge. It is common for projects to start as a few neighbours around a kitchen table,
often achieving a great amount with incredibly limited resources to get a project going.
Original volunteers can be alienated by implementation of structure and processes,
particularly when decision-making is moved away from volunteers to paid staff, and they
may feel they are losing their voice in the organisation.
Unfamiliarity with the governance requirements of legal entities model often raises concerns
around giving up control to shareholders and potential deviation from the original plan.
The roles of different groups should be clearly defined, so that each is able to contribute
meaningfully, with a balance of skills and experience to guide the project. For some, a core
of fewer active members is better than having a majority that aren’t interested. For others,
this model provides an essential volunteer body, and a way to decrease the distance from
the ultimate user.

Anything that is a major change to what you said in your offer
document should be something to consult your investors on, or
if you’re going into a second raise or new phase of investment.
Hugh Rolo, Development Adviser, Locality

Having transitional governance arrangements in place to ensure strategic oversight
continuity as the project transfers into community ownership can be useful, and in large,
geographically fragmented projects, it sometimes makes sense to move to a structure where
the central organisation provides support which enables the local grassroots community
groups to run the project. There is always a balance to be drawn between involving people
and being able to manage the decision-making effectively.
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Representing the community – ensuring equality, participation
and inclusion
One of the emerging challenges is ensuring diversity of those investing in and governing
community organisations. This largely centres on the concern that wealthier, more digitally
savvy individuals with larger social networks will be more likely to be able to invest in or set
up a crowdfunding offer, meaning that successful projects will be concentrated on wealthier
areas of the city or country.249 While the 10 per cent most deprived areas in the country are
the home of a relatively large proportion of community share offers (12 per cent), the 10 – 30
per cent most deprived areas together represent only 11 per cent of offers,250 suggesting that
while attention is given to the worst off areas, those still facing challenges in less but still
deprived areas are underrepresented.
When it comes to investors, past research has suggested that while the demographic
profiles of those interested in making positive investments (generally, not just through
crowdfunding) are close to that of the population as a whole, those who are currently
making positive investments are on average richer, better educated and more likely to be
male than the population as a whole.251 Knowing the demographic of their community, and
breaking down barriers to participation allows organisations to take steps towards diversity
and inclusion. For example, both the Jubilee Pool252 and The Bevy pub253 sit within areas
of deprivation, but in lowering their minimum investments to £10 or £20 for local residents
they have gained wide community support. Another example is how the Clipper254 allowed
backers to purchase a share for a volunteer, and The Bevy pub enabling people to ‘earn’
their membership through volunteering hours.

Once we got to 100 people with mostly £10 shares that
really attracted attention in the community pub world and
in the council. They asked how we managed to engage this
community. They are engaging as the people they are dealing
with are residents themselves. It’s about this community.
Iain Chambers, Community Projects Manager, The Bevy pub

Preconceived notions of what governance is and who takes on governance roles can put off
a diverse group from getting involved; for example on charity boards, 51 per cent of trustees
are retired, 62 per cent male and 92 per cent white.255 Headingley Development Trust found
that making board members present and visible at community activities can make the
project more accessible and transparent. Furthermore, while social media marketing is
undoubtedly important in attracting investors, in terms of accessibility some demographic
groups are less likely to have access to or confidence in online platforms. Door knocking is
something that is commonly missed out but is a good way to reach a wider range of people
and can be successful in getting people to invest.
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Engaging young people
Young people are currently underrepresented with only 5 per cent of investors in community
shares in 2014 being under 35.256
Research has shown that young people are less likely to be satisfied with their local area
than older age groups,257 suggesting there may be untapped potential in empowering
them to lead in local regeneration. Furthermore, while young people often don’t have the
financial resources to invest, they are the most likely age group to volunteer.258 Therefore,
involving them more in governance could be a good step to increasing their engagement in
community projects.
The Youth Envisioned Streets project in southern Los Angeles showed how youth
participation can be applied to civic community place-making.259 They used donationscrowdfunding to raise funding for a project which got young people to design solutions to
make their local area healthier through street improvements. The emphasis was on getting
them involved in every aspect of the project so that they developed skills in running such
projects.260

Concerns about relationship with government funding
One of the most common critiques of civic crowdfunding is that it is subsidising cuts to
public services and the same concerns have been directed at investment-based models.
Often, shrinking local budgets261 mean that authorities look to sell assets262 to raise funds
for operational costs.263 The loss of assets and facilities such as community centres,
libraries and playgrounds264 has come at a cost for many communities. There has been
concern raised about any movement of core assets or services out of the hands of local
authorities,265 whether to community groups or private companies. Some have even argued
that crowdfunding to keep such assets open actually encourages public sector funders to
withdraw from funding services that should be paid for by the taxpayer266 or that it is a
‘Trojan horse’ for privatisation.267
However, crowdfunding is not itself the force behind a retrenchment of public funding, which
is driven by numerous other complex economic and political factors. In addition, very few
projects have been an obvious replacement for something that was previously provided by
the state. Rather, the majority of projects using investment crowdfunding sit well outside the
core of public service provision.
Moreover, local authorities are not always the best body to deliver a particular service or
facility, and might do better to work with a local grassroots group instead,268, 269 The Nesta
Rethinking Parks project looks for ways for community groups to support the development
of publicly-owned green spaces, developing innovative methods for sustainable ongoing
operation.270 There are different ways of approaching the situation, and innovative solutions
to facilitate community projects which meet the needs of the community in new ways and
make public funding go further.271
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Chapter 4

How local
and city
government and
foundations
can support
community
investment
68
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Local authorities have long recognised that their role is not just to provide
services, but to create the enabling environment for communities to thrive. With
local government now engaging proactively in place-making initiatives, more
energy is being put into identifying the levers which can be used to encourage
and support community engagement in social and regeneration initiatives. City
authorities are equally able to enable this activity on a larger scale. However,
despite clear benefits for urban regeneration, arts and green spaces in particular,
crowdfunded community investment has not caught on in large cities, particularly
London, to the extent that it has in rural communities. Whether this is due to
less affordable property prices, more transient populations or something else,
evidence from this study suggests that the need and the resource is there.272
These institutions are uniquely placed to provide access to assets, detailed knowledge
on planning and development and dedicated funds for community development and
regeneration that could be allocated to this area. There is also an opportunity for these
and other institutions to aim support at community projects in specific thematic areas that
they see as being a priority, such as green spaces or affordable housing.273 Ultimately this
activity can support otherwise unachievable physical and social regeneration, strengthen
empowerment, wellbeing and self-determination of communities to shape their areas.
As demonstrated throughout this report there are several opportunities and benefits in
investment crowdfunding for both community organisations and their supporters. However,
there are also some significant challenges for community organisation raising funding in
this way. These range from gaining access to assets and planning and running a successful
campaign, to transitioning to running a sustainable organisation which represents the
community. When communities are able to address and manage these obstacles, the
opportunities far outweigh them. However, there is currently a lack of understanding from
institutions that support community organisations in what they can do to help them through
these challenges.
Below we put forward a range of ways institutions can help community organisations to
make the most of the opportunities and overcome some of the challenges in investment
crowdfunding. This will be particular relevance to cities and local authorities but many of
these support measures are also relevant for trusts, foundations, and corporates (through
CSR programmes) interested in supporting community building.
Importantly, however, supporting community-led initiatives is not just about standalone
interventions. These must go hand-in-hand with a different kind of local authority, with a
different culture, ways of working and relationship with communities. This is just one set of
tools that fit into that process, other tools which Nesta has explored include participatory
budgeting274 and the use of digital democracy tools.275
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Provide flexible funding options
Solution to the challenges of: planning and running a successful investment crowdfunding
campaign; transitioning from fundraising to running a community business
The most obvious opportunity for institutional support is through providing direct funding
(such as grants, loans or buying shares) to support community organisations and ensuring
that these are flexible and adapted to their funding needs. Alongside direct funding,
institutions can leverage their own investment to build legitimacy around the project and
help attract investment from the community and other institutions.

Provide grant funding
Make startup grants available
The struggle to get the funds together to setup a crowdfunding campaign for a new project
means that many projects never get beyond the idea stage. Small startup grants (<£20,000)
from institutions, for activities such as business planning or paying legal and advisor fees,
can be crucial in getting projects over this first hurdle. While £15,000 – £20,000 is estimated
as a realistic startup grant, the complexity and scale of some initiatives (for example, in the
case of GlenWyvis Distillery) means they will have much higher up-front costs and where
possible funders should adapt their support to this.
The Reach Fund which offers up to £15,000 for investment readiness support276 and Power
to Change’s Community Business Bright Ideas Fund, which offers to fund up to £15,000 in
development and startup costs are examples of how other funders have done this.277, 278, 279

Offer operational support
After the initial set-up phase, projects often face a difficult period as they start day-to-day
operations. There is much less funding available for when community businesses are up
and running, but there is still a need for support at this stage. Particular gaps in funding
identified by projects include the costs of additional legal, consultation or governance work,
renovation or changing purpose of buildings. Additionally, the cycles of different grantmaking organisations can have an impact on longer-term sustainability for such initiatives,
and their ability to plan ahead. Giving notice of when application windows will be open in
advance and assessing ongoing applications as they come in throughout a longer period
are two ways to further ease this challenge.
In London, Lambeth Council has created a match funding scheme which enables community
projects to gain funding when their project is linked to a Co-operative Local Investment
Plan (CLIP)280 – a way in which Community Infrastructure Levy funding is allocated to local
areas.281
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Use loans to bridge funding gaps
Projects often require funds to bridge the gap until other income is received or to fund a
capital purchase (e.g. helping to purchase a building which has become available within
a short time window available). Institutional investment can have a positive impact on the
reputation of a project, as well as very practically in securing ownership of the asset.
The Plunkett Foundation, through their More than a Pub programme, offers combined loan
and grant packages of up to £100,000 towards capital costs for community groups who
wish to take ownership of their local pub. Similarly, Plymouth City Council offer loan and
grant packages of £15,000 to £80,000 to groups bringing redundant buildings back into use
in the city.
Loans can also be offered outside of formal programmes. The Clipper project, for example,
was supported by an £85,000 low-interest, one-year bridging loan by Plymouth City
Council. This enabled them to buy the property before it could be sold to another buyer,
while the group sourced the investment they needed from the community.
Local authorities could use their access to cheap finance from sources such as the Public
Works Loan to fund loans to community groups.282

Set up a matched (investment) crowdfunding scheme
Matched crowdfunding involves institutional funders matching donations or investments
made by individuals through crowdfunding with their own funding. These schemes can help
community projects unlock the financial and non-financial opportunities associated with
crowdfunding as well as help institutional funders find new projects to support, particularly
projects that the public has shown that they value by investing in themselves.283
Match funding has been widely used by foundations and local authorities to support
donations based crowdfunding campaigns. One example of this is the Crowdfund London
scheme which offers grants of up to £50,000 to community-led projects crowdfunding.284
Some funders are beginning to offer matched investment (rather than grants) through
crowdfunding platforms. For example, Power to Change’s Community Shares Booster
Programme aims to support community businesses in launching a community shares offer
by matching the amount they are able to raise with an investment of up to £100,000 (also
see Big Society Capital’s CrowdMatch Fund in our case study on page 72). On a more
informal ad-hoc basis, Plymouth City Council invested £20,000 in The Clipper Pub through
their community shares crowdfunding campaign.

Provide convertible grants
Some community businesses may go on to make considerable commercial profit in the
future. In such cases, grant funding may not seem an appropriate use of public benefit
funds, but at the same time there may be little evidence to support a credible investment,
and therefore funders need to start with a mind-set that the money will be not be regained.
A convertible grant is a grant that converts to a loan or equity once milestones are met, for
example revenue targets. In this way, convertible grants recognise the contribution of the
grant making organisation by giving a return if the grantee meets certain levels of predefined success, for example revenue targets.285
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Case study

Big Society Capital

Organisation type:

Independent social investment institution

Intervention type(s):

Investment (equity and debt), Awareness raising

Big Society Capital is an independent social
investment institution set up by the Cabinet Office
in 2012 to stimulate the social investment market
in the UK and connect capital to charities and
social enterprises. BSC was set up with a £600
million fund coming from dormant bank accounts,
via Reclaim Fund,286 and four leading UK high
street banks.
BSC does not invest directly into frontline
organisations but rather works through social
investment finance intermediaries including
crowdfunding platforms, fund managers and
social banks, who in turn give financial or other
support to social sector organisations. BSC has
now made over £1 billion of investment available
to organisations with a social mission through
more than 50 different investment funds.287
Alongside this BSC also helps raise awareness
around social investment though its ‘Good
Finance’ website.288 Below we focus on two funds
that we think are particularly relevant:
The CrowdMatch Fund (2016) is a £10 million
fund invested by BSC to match crowdfunded
investments289 (community shares, bond or loans)
made by individuals into Social Investment
Tax Relief (SITR) eligible organisations through
the Crowdfunder, Ethex or Community Chest
crowdfunding platforms. It aimed to encourage
greater participation in social investment
crowdfunding, use of social investment tax relief
and discovery of new routes to finance by bringing
retail investors into the mix. They recognised
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the potential benefits around market testing,
awareness raising and giving more flexibility to
fundraisers through crowdfunding. The match
aimed to help build confidence and momentum
for issuers and investors. BSC has invested over
£3 million in ten social organisations through
the CrowdMatch Fund including £100,000 in
community shares into The Spotted Cow,290 a
pub, saved from being turned into housing by
becoming a bar, restaurant, Post Office and B&B
all under one roof. Alongside BSC’s investment the
pub raised £190,860 from individuals.
The Charity Bond Support Fund (2014) is
managed by Rathbones Investment Management.
Through this fund, BSC are investing £30 million to
support a range of charities and social enterprises
in raising capital from investors via charity bonds.
It aims to give charities the confidence to raise
money through bonds at a time the market is still
developing and there is a lack of track record of
similar deals. Through this fund BSC can act as
a ‘backstop investor’, buying up to a third of the
total issue.291 In order to ensure the fund ‘crowds-in’
rather than ‘crowds-out’ investors, they encourage
distribution to investors elsewhere by charging
arrangers a fee if BSC purchases more than 15 per
cent through the fund. Greenwich Leisure Limited
transforms new sports facilities as accessible
community facilities. For this they raised £5 million
through charity bonds, 50 per cent from retail
investors through Ethex and 50 per cent from
institutions alongside BSC including City Bridge
Trust and the Phone Co-op.292
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Help communities to access land and buildings
Solution to the challenges of: gaining access to assets for community use
One of the key challenges for community initiatives is gaining access to assets such as
land and buildings for their projects. Local authorities in particular are uniquely placed to
support community groups with identifying available assets, understanding and supporting
how to transfer (often publicly-owned) assets to community ownership and other forms of
access and rights to use of assets.

Help groups find land
The first barrier to accessing unused spaces is often finding out who owns the land – which
can lead to long delays and loss of community interest.
While some local authorities have more of this information available than others,
aggregation of data on publicly-owned land, and making it easier to access this type
of information, could reduce friction and make the process significantly easier. A good
illustration of the scale of this challenge is how a recent study found that ‘only one out of
33 London borough councils publishes a database of vacant property and only one council
keeps a list of groups interested in vacant spaces.’293
To ease this process, Energy Garden does all of the negotiation on access to land with
station owners, so that community groups can focus on the gardening, and the landowners
have one long-term point of contact (see our case study on page 61). A different approach is
the Dutch ‘Crowdbuilding’ platform, which matches vacant buildings or land with people who
then come together to create a community development.294 In a similar way, local authorities
could act as matchmakers between community groups and land or property owners.

Ease the process of asset transfer
Community Asset Transfer refers to the transfer of land or buildings from a public body
(usually a local authority) to a community-based organisation at less than market value and
is one of the main ways in which communities can gain access to assets to develop.
An example of a successful asset transfer is Jubilee Pool, where decreasing local authority
budgets meant that the asset was not being properly maintained, and the authority
was able to recognise that it would make sense to not have the asset on their books
anymore, instead handing it over to a community group. However, while there are a range
of benefits to local authorities as well as to community groups in this process,295 a lack
of understanding and support to manage transfer of assets is keeping both parties from
making the most of this tool.
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There is a range of online resources available for organisations and local authorities looking
to transfer assets from public into community ownership.296 However, there is potential
to develop these and raise awareness more widely to break down some of the barriers.
For example, it has been suggested that stakeholders, such as local authorities, should:
‘share details of the outcomes of their asset reviews and asset planning processes; provide
opportunities for involvement in shaping of community asset transfer policy and associated
procedures, particularly where they affect assessment of options for asset use/disposal
and any assessment processes for community-based organisations to qualify for transfer
of assets and; provide details and contacts for other organisations who have developed or
accepted an asset transfer’.297

Support for community land ownership in Scotland
In Scotland, a combination of support mechanisms
has enabled the growth of community land
ownership across the country. Historically, land
ownership was concentrated in a few hands,
which set the scene for the national land reform
legislation. The Community Right to Buy allows
communities to register an interest in land and
the opportunity to buy that land at market value
when it comes up for sale. The scheme was
designed to give communities the right to gain
ownership of the land they live on if at some point
the owner wishes to sell. While this was originally
concentrated in the rural Highlands and Islands, in
2016 this was extended to urban areas.298 Funding
support comes from the Scottish Land Fund299 –

which can fund up to 90 per cent of the purchase
price of land, and The Scottish Government has
set up a central pot of four funds to empower
communities in community-led regeneration
projects.300 In terms of support in navigating the
processes, the Community Land Scotland301 group
supports a network of members undertaking this
journey, and several government initiatives also
support the growth of community business. Across
the UK different mechanisms are in place. For
example, the Community Right to Bid in England
allows the community to pause the sale of an
asset for six months in order to get their own bid
together, but puts the owner under no obligation
to accept a community bid if one is made.

Co-ordinate financial support for purchase of assets
Groups often face pressure in the timeline of the purchase process for assets due to the
time it takes to prepare a community, set up and run a community investment initiative. For
example, when an asset is listed as an Asset of Community Value in England, community
groups have a six month timeframe in which the group must find the money needed.
Institutions can help ease this time pressure by offering bridging loans, buying/securing the
asset while community investment is being raised or by subsidising the purchase.
Examples include Telford and Wrekin Council which secured the football ground for AFC
Telford United while they sourced investment302 and The Forest of Dean Council which
purchased a derelict pub to secure it for a community group while they raised investment
through community shares.303
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Lend unused space and support meanwhile use of buildings
Particularly in urban areas, community groups can have difficulty in finding spaces to
establish their projects. One way of helping projects overcome this barrier is for local and
city authorities to lend unused space, either on a meanwhile or permanent basis. Having
access to a temporary space can help a project try out their model and prove its viability,
helping strengthen the case for finding a permanent space.304 An example of this is the
Migration Museum305 which is currently set up in a former London fire engine workshop, but
has seen the opportunity as a way to prove that their concept works.306
To aid this type of support, the City of Amsterdam has developed a platform for renting
out underused government office space.307 In New York City, the Mayor’s Office of
Environmental Remediation has been running an initiative to clean up brownfield sites and
prepare them for reuse to the benefit of surrounding communities.308 They have completed
300 sites since 2014, including the development of a project to transfer clean soil from such
sites to use in community gardens.309 The feasibility of similar projects could be explored by
cities in the UK.
Local authorities can play a role in supporting this type of use to happen, making the
process quicker and easier for community groups with ideas (e.g. by enabling quick
turnaround of documents giving permission to use spaces, or alerting community groups
when local authority-owned spaces become available). Furthermore, it is helpful for local
authorities to give community groups clear expectations on how long they will be able to
use any space.
New research suggests that in the UK there is an appetite for temporary use of empty
buildings to be supported, with 70 per cent of people preferring to see a charity use a shop
than to see it left empty.310
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Develop active communities and their
relationship with local and city government
Solution to the challenges of: planning and running a successful investment crowdfunding
campaign; transitioning from fundraising to running a community business, representing the
community – ensuring equality, participation and inclusion
Relationships are at the heart of successful community-initiatives. Without an active
community, it is unlikely that a project will get started in the first place and without good
relationships with local and city government they are unlikely to succeed in the long-term.
However, starting and maintaining these relationships can be a challenge for both projects
and authorities. Below we discuss a range of ways which local authorities can help foster
effective relationships both within communities and between communities and themselves.

Facilitate community building
Having a chance to meet and get to know your neighbours, understand what issues they
face or hopes they have for the area, and their skills and experience can be the first step
in forming a community group. Finding the opportunity to do this can be a challenge,
particularly in larger cities with transient populations, where getting to know your
neighbours can be more difficult than in rural villages.
Institutions can help bring communities together and facilitate these conversations to
happen by running and supporting both informal and more formal events. Informal events
such as community street parties or fetes can provide a place where people can meet other
members of their community, build civic pride, as well as give a stage for community groups
to share what they are doing.311 More formal events can bring people together to discuss
a particular issue such as how to fight antisocial behaviour or what to do about derelict
buildings in the area.
Projects themselves have reported workshops and conferences as being a good tool to
bring people together around a project idea, emphasising the need to spend time building
the community network before launching a project.312 Situating these events in public spaces
may be a way to encourage civic engagement and diversity in those involved.313

Work in collaboration with community groups
Collaborative relationships between institutions and projects,314 based on more than just
financial support, are required to ensure desired outcomes are reached for both parties.
Local authorities and other institutions can create better relationships with projects by
moving beyond consultation to more collaborative approaches, working on a strategy for
the role of community groups in the area, finding shared strategic priorities and proactively
reaching out to community groups working in key areas and working to support this with
internal skills/resources.
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Digital tools are enabling more effective collaboration with communities (with an ‘Open
Government’ approach315), for instance the City of Murcia is using them to establish a
dialogue with their citizens rather than providing top-down information.316 Moving beyond
consultation in Los Angeles, the Mayor worked with the crowdfunding platform ioby317 to
empower community groups to create small-scale projects to calm traffic and improve the
streetscape, giving each project a budget and then matching crowdfunded donations.318
This goes beyond the typical matched crowdfunding model by pairing it with startup grants
and most importantly, the responsibility and trust to fix an identified issue in the local area.
Using digital tools to move beyond consultation towards collaborative working has the
potential to create powerful partnerships that combine local knowledge and networks with
institutional funding. However, as with all digital tools it is important to consider whether
all groups in the population can participate. Institutions must be careful to use blended
approaches which increase participation rather than exacerbating existing inequalities. At
the same time, they should ensure there is an understood purpose for collaboration and to
avoid the risk in pursuing engagement for engagement sake.319
Articulating the role that community businesses play in an area through a strategic plan
can provide clarity for stakeholders and also help link up funding and build partnerships
between those working towards shared goals. In Bristol, for example, stakeholders from
across the city have come together to create the One City plan – a vision of shared goals
to be worked towards in a collaborative and interactive way.320 Voluntary and community
groups have been included in this process from the start, embedding their role as a function
of the city in contributing towards its goals.321
Another example of a city-wide strategy for a collaborative system is the Preston model322
, whereby the local authority facilitates the creation of a network of co-operatives from
anchor institutions (such as universities and hospitals) in the area, who then commit to
partnering as much as possible with smaller local co-operatives for procurement, to enable
benefits to be generated and kept within the local area.323
Below are some suggestions for how to build upon the roles and relationships of community
groups in a local area, which could be built into an authority’s strategy plan:
• Community-led planning: asking the community what they value and actually giving
power to what they say.
• Citizens’ juries: could help decide which community groups should be supported and to
understand how they can do what they do better.324
• Developing relationships between different types and sizes of organisations in an area
for the biggest impact.
• Working out what are the things that should be community owned and how to make
that happen.
• Creation of public innovation panels – cohorts of people who local authorities can
engage with when looking to do something new.325
• Innovation labs and internal hack days.
• Digital inclusion programmes.326
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The development of a clear role for community groups could lead to a more proactive
approach in local and city authorities reaching out to groups working in the key strategic
areas identified in local plans.327, 328 For example, Plymouth City Council commissioned the
set-up of the Plymouth Energy Community co-operative329 as an initiative to help reduce
fuel poverty and carbon emissions. They supported the community group by providing a
startup loan and grant, as well as support with the development of the business plan.330
In addition to the provision of training, institutions can work collaboratively by sharing
internal skills and resources. When developing the Jubilee Pool, the local authority worked
to find ways that internal resources could support the development of the community’s
geothermal project, giving the project advice and support from their renewable energy
team, and free use of office space to develop plans.331

It’s about having access to resources and advice that you
wouldn’t be able to get yourself, understanding that you are
working with mutually similar aims.
Susan Stuart, Director, Jubilee Pool Penzance Limited

Advocate community ownership
Local authorities and politicians can use their influence to raise awareness and to undertake
advocacy activities on behalf of community initiatives. This could involve both helping
individual projects overcome specific barriers, as well as lobbying for policy changes to
create a more supportive environment for community groups in general. In Bamford, the
local Member of Parliament helped influence the owner of the local pub to sell to the
community after its registration as an asset of community value, when they were looking to
instead make a private sale.

Because of the number that pledged to take part, it attracted
the attention of social investors, the council, police and social
departments – it’s better to bring people together than for
them to be alone.
Iain Chambers, Community Projects Manager, The Bevy pub

Projects expressed views on how regulation should be changed around tax and business
rate exemptions for community organisations, as well as how social investment tax
relief should be enlarged to include leasing activities (currently excluded) which many
community-run spaces rely on when hiring space to the community. Politicians should make
sure to listen to and understand what would help community organisations thrive and lobby
for policy changes accordingly.332

It needs national leadership cascading down to local level,
with a programme proactively championing this within local
government.
Chris Cowcher, Head of Community Business, Plunkett Foundation
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Case study

Plymouth City Council

Organisation type:

Local Authority (unitary)

Intervention type(s):

Social enterprise strategy, crowdfunding platform, grant, grant and
loan, network

Residents’ interest in a new type of economy333
combined with the need for urban regeneration334
and the council’s desire to do things differently
with shrinking local authority budgets335 provided
the drive for Plymouth to brand itself the UK’s first
‘Social Enterprise City’.336 The branding of the city
as such and the strength of its commitment337 to
collaborative working between the City Council,
social enterprises and local communities has
brought in external funding and enabled projects
to find solutions to social issues which will work in
the local context.
In order to galvanize the change, the Plymouth
City Council became a ‘co-operative council’ as
part of the Local Government Association’s Cooperative Council Innovation Network, a group of
local authorities ‘who are committed to finding
better ways of working for, and with, local people
for the benefit of their local community.338 They
pledged to explore ‘doubling the co-operatives
and mutuals economy’339 in the City and published
a Strategic Action Plan to achieve this focusing on
wellbeing; infrastructure; technology and creative
industry; cultural and community hubs; and
municipal co-operation.340
Plymouth’s social enterprises have brought in
£500 million of income, employing 7,000 people.341
Key players include the University of Plymouth
(first Social Enterprise University in the world)
and large community housing and healthcare
organisations, but the number of smaller
businesses becoming involved in social enterprise
is growing too.342 Contributing to this has been
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the Council’s commitment to provide match
funding to over 200343 crowdfunded projects up to
£20,000 each344 from Community Infrastructure
Levy funds345 and the designated £2.5 million346
Social Enterprise Investment Fund which offers
a combination of grant and loan funding to get
projects up and running.347 The Clipper by Nudge
Community Builders is one project which has
benefited from this to enable the purchase of their
building.
The Council additionally supports the Plymouth
Social Enterprise Network which feeds into their
Economic Development policy and processes,
such as the Plymouth Growth Board348 and has
been a sponsor of the Social Enterprise City
Festival.349 Crucially, the Council’s long-term
view350 of developing the role social enterprises
in the city has led to continued interest from
external funders e.g. Power to Change, Esmée
Fairbairn, Seedbed and the EU’s ‘Enhance Social
Enterprise Programme’.351 Additional funding
has been announced for the digital technology
cultural initiative iMayflower352 (£3.5 million from
the government’s Cultural Development Fund,
partnership with Crowdfunder and Creative
England353) and from the Careers and Enterprise
Company to increase employability engagement
with SEND young people (“£61,000).354 The Council
has also committed to recycle loan repayments
from the Social Enterprise Investment Fund
into a Co-operatives and Mutuals Development
Fund which will make £1.2 million available for
Community Share investments.
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Invest in skills, awareness and capacity building
Solution to the challenges of: planning and running a successful investment crowdfunding
campaign; transitioning from fundraising to running a community business, representing the
community – ensuring equality, participation and inclusion
Many of the organisations that could benefit from crowdfunded community investment
have little or no idea what it is, and those who do often don’t know how to get started or
think it is not a viable option for them. Investing in skills awareness and capacity building
could help broaden the uptake and develop better more sustainable initiatives.
Support needs from projects range from advice on, running a crowdfunding campaign,
investment and fundraising, planning and running a business,355 organisational governance
and project management.
There are several ways in which training can be offered including in person events,356
webinars357 or through downloadable guides and toolkits.358 Training can be offered by the
supporting institution itself, in partnership with third party training providers, or by offering
grants for community groups to choose from external training opportunities that best suit
their needs. There is also an opportunity to use training opportunities to increase diversity
and inclusion by proactively reaching out and offering training to previously uninvolved
groups or demographics to develop the next generation of community group leaders.

Photo: Energy Garden

Energy Garden
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The lack of opportunities for knowledge sharing was seen as a big challenge by projects.
Institutions can help link projects with other groups doing similar things, from which they
can learn, by running events or creating online spaces where projects can share and ask
questions. Examples of peer networks facilitated by institutions include Plymouth City
Council’s support of the local Social Enterprise Network359 and the Plunkett Foundation’s
work establishing a community pubs and a community shops network. The latter includes
popular social media groups, showing that effective interventions can be relatively light
touch. For further information, Power to Change has put together a directory of all existing
networks on their website360 alongside resources which aim to support creation of new
networks.361
Related to this, even within the sector, options for community investment are not wellknown.362 Anything that can be done to promote and raise awareness of these tools will
broaden their reach and impact. Institutions can help raise awareness of the possibilities of
community investment tools by sharing information and stories of successful projects either
online,363 in print or through events.
There are a range of existing tools and guides available for institutions to use and
disseminate. For example, The Pub is the Hub have an online guide for people interested in
setting up a community pub.364 This report should also go some way to fulfil this need, and
we encourage a wider range of institutions to copy or modify the information here in a way
that best fits the needs of the groups they support.

We’re now going to visit other projects. They can then make
leaps ahead and make fewer mistakes. You can learn more in
one day than in a week on the internet. Face-to-face matters.
People say I’m worried that I’m not good enough, it’s not for
people like me, in low income areas. Well we do and did it in
Brighton in The Bevy, so you can too!
Iain Chambers, Community Projects Manager, The Bevy pub
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CASE STUDY

Power to Change

Organisation type:

Charitable Trust

Intervention type(s):

Grant, match grant, loan and grant, grant and match equity

Power to Change is an independent charitable
trust which aims to create better places through
community business, financed by a £149 million
endowment from the Big Lottery Fund.365 Their
definition sees community business as locally
rooted, trading for the benefit of the local
community, accountable to the local community
and with broad community impact.366
They provide funding, advice and support in
England through a range of different programmes,
from feasibility grant funding for community-led
housing developments to blended capital loans
to help community enterprises access capital.367
Established in 2015, it is a ten-year initiative with
support packages for community businesses which
are either starting out, or growing.368 We share one
example of each below.
Community Share Starter Fund – To help
organisations prepare for a community shares
raise, many first raise funding for startup costs
through running a donations or rewardsbased crowdfunding campaign. This £85,000
fund369 aims to fill a gap in the market, by
match funding this initial crowdfunding (e.g. for
feasibility work, producing offer documents,370
business development support and getting the
community ready371). The project must crowdfund
using Crowdfunder, with Power to Change then
providing match funding (grant) of 50 per cent
of the total startup funding required, up to
£6,000.372 For example, Power to Change provided
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Equal Care Co-op with £6,000 as part of their
£22,050 crowdfunding campaign to prepare for
their upcoming community shares raise.373 In
addition, Power to Change has relaunched the
Bright Ideas Fund that will provide £3 million
to support 150 new community groups over the
next two years. Community groups looking to set
up and start running a community business can
apply to receive tailored business development
support and a small grant of up to £15,000 to fund
development and startup costs.374
Community Shares Booster Programme – A
£3 million rolling programme, over three years
offering development grants of up to £10,000
(for those developing the offer/business plan and
working towards the Community Shares Standard
Mark375) and matched equity investments of up
to £100,000 to help ‘boost’ campaigns376 (for
those about to/raising community shares377). The
programme is funded by Power to Change and
delivered by the Community Shares Unit378 (a
joint initiative between Co-operatives UK and
Locality379).
In addition, Power to Change offer a number
of other funds including the Community
Business Fund grant funding to support
ongoing sustainable operation of community
businesses,380 the More than a Pub programme
(led by the Plunkett Foundation), as well as
producing research on trends in the sector (e.g. on
community pubs and shops).381
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Discussion
Institutions need to cater the support they offer to the
communities or issues they are looking to serve
In this report we put forward a range of ways in which institutions can help community
groups through the challenges they face, from sharing success stories to offering set-up
grants or providing training opportunities. The level of commitment required for these
interventions varies greatly, and the specific challenges they help tackle are different. It is
therefore up to institutions to choose which works best for them given what resources they
have at their disposal and the barriers which resonate most with the communities they
serve.
Nevertheless, some types of institutions are better positioned than others to address
particular challenges. For example, our research suggests that local authorities are probably
best positioned to help projects access unused space, whether through the transfer of public
sector assets or by acting as a matchmaker between private owners of unused spaces and
community groups. However, trusts or foundations with a very specific remit are probably
better situated to offer substantial grants or investment into more specialist or niche areas
such as pubs or heritage which may have less obvious benefits to the whole community.
When local and national government create initiatives to support crowdfunding for projects
in the public realm, they must do what they can to reassure the public that the aim is not to
replace public funding of assets or services that are already being paid for through taxes,
but rather to allow communities to address local challenges not currently funded or dealt
with by the state (or just make their area better). It is also the responsibility of all institutions
working to support community groups to do so in a way that encourages participation that
is representative of a community’s diversity. For example, through diversity requirements
when accessing funding, by ensuring that schemes are advertised such that everyone in
a community can find out about opportunities for support, and by investing in skills and
training to open up involvement to a broader range of people. Importantly, local authorities
should take a strategic outlook when working with community groups to understand where
community initiatives could add to and enhance public service provision especially around
priority areas.
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Glossary
Asset – an item of property (e.g. a building)
which is owned by an individual or group of
individuals, with value and which can meet debts
or commitments.382

Financial Promotion Order – legal restrictions
on communication to potential investors, which
must be approved by an FCA authorised person in
certain cases.392

Asset lock – a provision in rules of an organisation
(required or voluntary) that ensures that the
benefit of an asset stays with the community,
rather than for the private benefit of members
(e.g. if the asset is sold, any profit stays with the
community).383

High-net-worth individual – an individual with
liquid assets above a certain figure.393
Land banking – the practice of aggregating
parcels of land for future sale or development.

Capital investment – money given to a business or
organisation to further its business objectives.384

Legal entity – a construct (such as a company
or co-operative) that is recognised by the law as
having certain rights and obligations.394

Civic crowdfunding – raising money for a public
or community project through contributions from
a pool of donors or investors.385

Liquidity – a measure of how easily assets can be
converted into cash.395

Community Interest Company – a company legal
form designed for organisations such as social
enterprises which want to put their profits and
assets towards community benefit.386
Companies House – register of limited companies
in the United Kingdom.387
Crowdfunding platform – an online space for
projects to gain funding for their project, through
being a space to share their idea and receive
donations or investments from a pool of people.

Loan stock – stock issued to an organisation,
which is in return for a loan.396
Place-making – a strategic view and practical
approach to collaborative creating and shaping of
spaces.397
Prospectus – a legal document setting out the
financial offer.398
Quasi-debt – a loan that has some characteristics
of debt and some of equity.399

Debenture – a type of debt that is not secured by
an asset or other property.388

Quasi-equity – a type of finance with some
features of equity and some of debt.400

Default – to fail to meet a (financial) obligation.389

Regeneration – a process of renewal or revival.

Feed-in-tariff – payments given to those who
generate their own energy e.g. through solar or
wind energy.390

Social infrastructure – services and facilities that
contribute towards improvements in quality of
life.401

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) – regulator
of the conduct of financial services firms and
financial markets in the UK.391

Surplus – an amount (of money) that is more than
what is needed.402
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